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ABSTRACT

Mercury (Hg) is a toxic heavy metal that poses significant human and environmental health risks. Mineral-associated Hg is the largest reservoir of Hg in the environment where it can account for nearly 60% of the global Hg mass inventory. A large fraction of this pool is comprised of mercury sulfide (HgS) minerals, including metacinnabar (beta-HgS). HgS minerals have long been considered insignificant sources of Hg to aqueous or atmospheric pools in all but severely acidic environments due to their low solubility and slow abiotic dissolution kinetics. Little previous work has been conducted investigating the bacterial colonization of HgS minerals and the potential role of these mineral-associated communities in impacting the mobility of mineral-hosted Hg. To address this gap in knowledge, the studies within this dissertation employed a combination of field- and laboratory-based methods. Using culture-independent techniques, this work revealed that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria can extensively colonize metacinnabar within aerobic, near neutral pH, creek sediments, suggesting a potential role for chemolithotrophic bacteria in metacinnabar weathering. Within laboratory incubations, the dominant bacterial colonizer (*Thiobacillus thioparus*), induced extensive release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg. These findings expose a new pathway for metacinnabar dissolution and point to mineral-hosted Hg as an underappreciated source of elemental Hg that may contribute to global atmospheric Hg budgets. In addition, this work
elucidates the importance of thiosulfate, a major intermediate sulfur species in the environment, in stimulating metacinnabar dissolution. Therefore, the work within this dissertation shows that authigenic HgS minerals are not merely a sink for Hg within non-acidic natural environments and instead are a source of dissolved and gaseous Hg. This work provides critical information for predicting the transport of Hg in the environment and for developing appropriate management and remediation strategies for Hg-contaminated systems.
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CHAPTER 1

ELUCIDATING THE POTENTIAL FOR A MICROBIAL ROLE IN MERCURY SULFIDE MINERAL DISSOLUTION
Mercury (Hg), a highly toxic metal that interferes with human neurological development, is found in excessively high levels in approximately half a million children in the United States [1-3]. The major dietary source of Hg is consumption of marine and freshwater fish, as a result of Hg bioaccumulation and biomagnification in natural waters [4]. Hg discharged into natural waters is largely not accumulated in fish, but rather trapped in sediments [5]. In anaerobic sediments, Hg is principally precipitated as Hg sulfides (HgS (s)), thought to be highly immobile and therefore not represent a high risk to ecosystems and human health [6]. However, over time these sediments can also release soluble Hg. Though much progress has been made in elucidating the biological and chemical transformations of dissolved Hg in natural waters, the factors inducing mobilization of Hg from the solid to the dissolved phase are to a great extent unknown. An enhanced understanding of the mobilization of entrained Hg from HgS(s) within sediments to aqueous environments can be used to mitigate human exposure to this toxic metal.

Hydrologically fluctuating environments, such as the hyporheic zone, can account for a significant release of entrained metals [7]. In the hyporheic zone, both oxidative and reductive conditions may arise within a small spatial scale; the steep redox gradients produced along with the high concentration of labile organic matter, often give rise to substantial biological growth and activity that may support microbially mediated Hg speciation changes, leading to HgS(s) dissolution and transport of Hg into both surface and groundwater [8-10]. Transformations of solid-phase Hg in such aerobic/anaerobic transition zones are not well-understood [6].

Microbial communities in this zone may play an important, though as yet understudied, role in the mobilization of HgS(s) by inducing a number of physical and chemical transformations of the mineral. Previous research on HgS(s) dissolution and mobilization was
often conducted with abiotic conditions not likely to be found in natural environments, making it
difficult to assess the extent to which studied processes are environmentally significant. Recent
studies indicate that the presence of a microbial consortium derived from mine tailings can
substantially enhance HgS(s) solubility [11]. This profound microbial effect on the solubility of
HgS(s), suggests that the mobilization of Hg from solid-phases in the presence of relevant
organisms under various conditions needs to be determined. Further research needs to be
conducted under environmentally significant biotic conditions in order to assess the extent to
which legacy HgS(s) minerals are dissolved in natural environments. Understanding the
processes affecting Hg mobilization and resulting chemical speciation is imperative to
understanding the fate of Hg in the environment and mitigating transformations that will pose a
greater threat to human health. Due to its potentially pivotal role in contaminant transport,
microbiologically induced HgS(s) dissolution in the hyporheic zone warrants further research.

The following chapter summarizes the state of knowledge of microbially mediated Hg
transformations and environmental HgS(s) dissolution. Emphasis is placed on the potential for
bacteria and, in some cases fungi, to induce chemical changes that may affect HgS(s) dissolution
in the hyporheic zone as microorganisms colonizing HgS(s) surfaces are potential key players in
mobilizing Hg from this highly insoluble mineral. This hypothesis is based on the capacity of
bacteria and fungi to live in Hg-contaminated environments, the wide array of physical and
chemical transformations that these organisms can exert on Hg and S, and the ability of the
dynamic and diverse microenvironments in the hyporheic zone to enhance metal mobility.

The chapters that follow (Chapters 2, 3, 4) will elucidate the role that bacteria play in
controlling the mobility of HgS(s)-hosted Hg in the hyporheic zone and aerobic neutral
freshwater environments.
Background

General Hg Chemistry

Though Hg inputs into the environment result from both anthropogenic and natural discharges, anthropogenic inputs account for the majority of global Hg inputs to the environment [5, 12, 13]. Anthropogenic sources to land and aquatic systems include existing and former industries, landfills, sludge application processes, the use of Hg-contaminated fertilizers, and atmospheric deposition [14, 15]. Though there have been advances in the control of emissions of Hg pollution in the US, these advances are tempered by the existence of legacy Hg residing in sediments, soils, and water systems [16].

Sediments are the major reservoir of Hg in aquatic systems. Inorganic Hg discharged into aquatic systems is mostly incorporated into soils and sediments, owing to its large association constant with sulfide and to the metal’s high affinity for organic matter [4, 17]. Therefore, soils and sediments can initially serve as an efficient sink for Hg. However, over time, they can also be a source of Hg species to the water column [4]. The solubility of the solid phases and chemical form of resulting aqueous species affects their retention, mobility, and bioavailability in the soil environment thereby governing their distribution in the soil profile and displacement to other reservoirs such as groundwater or surface water [13, 18]. As such, understanding the processes affecting Hg mobilization and resulting chemical speciation is imperative to understanding the fate of Hg in the environment and mitigating transformations that will pose a greater threat to human and ecosystem health.

The chemical speciation of Hg depends in part on its oxidation state. Hg exists in three oxidation states: Hg(0) (elemental mercury), Hg(I) (mercurous mercury), and Hg(II) (mercuric
mercury) depending on redox conditions [19]. Hg(0) has a low aqueous solubility (60 µg/L water at 25°C) and high volatility (Henry’s coefficient of 0.3) [4]. A negligibly small fraction of Hg may be present as Hg(I) in natural waters as it quickly dismutates to Hg(0) and Hg(II) [20], and hence will not be included in this discussion. Hg(II) generally forms various complexes with Cl⁻ and OH⁻ ions, hence its chemical form also depends on pH and salinity [13]. In many soils and sediments, Hg is predominantly found as Hg(II) sulfides (HgS(s)), such as cinnabar and its polymorph metacinnabar, owing to these minerals’ low solubility [4]. Hg(II) can also be found in organic forms, namely as methyl Hg (MeHg), which has the chemical formula CH₃Hg(II)X, where X is a ligand, typically Cl⁻ and OH⁻ [4]. Dimethyl Hg, (CH₃)₂Hg(II), has been found in seawater, but has not been observed in common freshwater environments [16]. Unlike the inorganic forms, MeHg has the potential to bioaccumulate in living organisms and biomagnify through the food chain.

**Hg Transformations**

Both biotic and abiotic processes can affect the cycling of Hg in soils and water [4]. A substantial number of known abiotic Hg transformations are photo-induced, however these photochemical processes are not expected to play a role in the hyporheic zone due to low light penetration. As such, the following sections will highlight the wide range of chemical transformations that microbes can exert on Hg species that can be reasonably expected to occur in hyporheic zone sediments, while also noting potentially significant abiotic processes (*Figure 1.1*). These shifts in Hg speciation can shift equilibrium concentrations, and therefore have the potential to impact HgS(s) dissolution.
Hg(II) Reduction.

In general, reduction of Hg(II) to Hg(0) represents a sink for Hg from water and soil/sediment systems, as Hg(0)’s low solubility and high vapor pressure result in its transport back to the atmosphere. Both abiotic processes and biotic processes mediated by bacteria and fungi contribute to Hg reduction. In general, it is thought that reduction is chiefly biotic in Hg polluted waters (> 50 pM Hg) [20]. In these high Hg conditions, bacteria have developed resistance mechanisms against toxic Hg.

Hg(II) is toxic to bacteria as it mimics reactive oxygen species in its interactions with cellular constituents; this has led bacteria to evolve a specialized system to deal with Hg toxicity [4]. Environments contaminated with high concentrations of Hg(II) induce the activity of the bacterial mercury resistance (mer) operon [4]. The mer operon is broadly distributed in bacteria [4], and is widespread in Hg-contaminated environments as a result of horizontal gene transfer and natural selection for resistance [21]. Hg(II) is transported into the cell by the MerT transmembrane protein. Once inside the cell, MerA, the mercuric reductase, uses NAD(P)H as a reductant to reduce Hg(II) to Hg(0) [4]. The resulting Hg(0) does not need a transport system to excrete it out of the cell as it easily diffuses out through the cell membrane.
Fungi, using extracellular metabolites, have also been implicated in Hg reduction. More specifically the yeasts *Cryptococcus sp.*, *Candida albicans*, and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, have been found capable of reducing Hg, creating Hg(0) presumably as a detoxification mechanism [22, 23]. Coincidently, yeast species have been reported to become the dominating species in some polluted environments [23, 24], which could broaden the significance of fungal Hg(II) reduction in contaminated environments. Despite this, little is known about fungal Hg(II) reduction, and this is an area that warrants further research.

At natural Hg concentrations in the low picomolar range, reduction seems to be a chiefly abiotic photochemical process rather than a biotically-mediated process [20]. However, we do not expect photochemical processes to play a role in the hyporheic zone due to low light penetration. It should be noted that Hg(II) can also be reduced abiotically in the dark, by fulvic and humic acid-associated free radicals [4]. Hg reduction by humic acids has been found to be highest in O2-free systems, in the absence of Cl⁻, at pH 4.5 during lab experiments. It is thought that the presence of Cl⁻ inhibits reduction as it complexes and stabilizes Hg(II) thereby preventing its reduction [25]. The exact mechanism has not been fully elaborated, but it may need to be taken into account to close the Hg cycle in light-limited systems [25].

*Hg(0) Oxidation.*

Until recently, it was thought that the oxidation of Hg(0) to Hg(II) in natural waters was a negligible process [20]. As a result, relatively little is known about the mechanisms of Hg(0) oxidation in soils and natural waters, particularly when compared to the body of knowledge on Hg(II) reduction in natural waters [4]. Should this process be significant, it may be critical to MeHg production by increasing available Hg(II), a substrate for methylation. It may also be
critical to HgS(s) dissolution/precipitation processes by shifting the equilibrium and inhibiting
dissolution and/or enhancing precipitation.

Thus far, abiotic Hg(0) oxidation has only been found to occur in seawater [4], [20], [26].
Biotic oxidation of Hg(0), on the other hand, is not limited to seawater environments. Plants and
mammals have been shown to have Hg(0)-oxidizing capabilities using the catalase\textsuperscript{1} enzyme and
possibly other peroxidases\textsuperscript{2}. \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) is the oxidant in this two-electron transfer [27]. In 1998 it was
first established that bacteria can also contribute to the oxidative phase of the global Hg cycle,
through a study demonstrating that the hydroperoxidase-catalase, KatG, of \textit{Escherichia coli} can
oxidize Hg(0) to Hg(II) [28]. Wild type strains of common aerobic soil bacteria \textit{Bacillus} and
\textit{Streptomyces spp.} have also been shown to exhibit high levels of Hg(0)-oxidizing activity
(approximately 1 uM in 3 hrs) [28]. The degree to which these bacterial oxidative reactions
contribute to the global Hg cycle has not been explicitly assessed. Some [28] argue that the fast
pace of the process in the laboratory suggests that the contribution might be considerable.
However, others [4] note that although these oxidation rates are fast they are still considerably
slower than reduction of Hg(II) to Hg(0) effected by bacteria carrying the \textit{mer} operon. More
recent results suggest that the ability to oxidize Hg(0) to Hg(II) is widespread among diverse
anaerobic bacteria, and microbial oxidation of Hg(0) may play an important role in the redox
transformation of mercury contaminants in subsurface environments [29, 30]. Further assessment

\textsuperscript{1} A catalase is a common enzyme found in nearly all aerobic living organisms, where it functions to catalyze the
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen.

\textsuperscript{2} A peroxidase is an enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of a number of substrates with the concomitant reduction of
hydrogen peroxide.
of the prevalence of Hg oxidation in soils/natural freshwaters and an enhanced mechanistic understanding are needed to shed light on this pathway.

\textit{Hg(II) Methylation.}

Hg methylation produces organic, bioavailable MeHg from Hg(II). MeHg threatens public health due to its high toxicity and potential for bioaccumulation [3]. Bioaccumulation and biomagnification in the food chain can lead to Hg concentrations in fish that are more than 6 orders of magnitude greater than those in the surrounding water [16]. The majority of Hg in the environment is in inorganic forms, and both biotic and abiotic processes can lead to its methylation [4].

Hg methylation appears to be a predominantly biotic process. Although abiotic mechanisms of methylation by fulvic and humic acids, carboxylic acids and alkylated tin compounds exist, their environmental significance has not been established [4]. Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) have been largely implicated as the principal methylators [31] in natural anaerobic environments, with soluble, neutral HgS(aq) as the substrate for methylation [32] and methylcorrinoids acetyl CoA or serine C3 as the intracellular source of the methyl group [4, 32-34]. Recent research shows that strains of anaerobic iron-reducing bacteria (IRB) \textit{Geobacter} and \textit{Desulfuromonas spp.} are also able to methylate Hg [35-37]. A two-gene cluster, \textit{hgcA} and \textit{hgcB}, has been identified to be necessary for methylation in \textit{Desulfovibrio desulfuricans} ND132 and \textit{Geobacter sulfurreducens} PCA, and is present in confirmed methylators but absent in nonmethylators [38]. Further, the presence of homologs of this gene cluster in the genomes of microorganisms distributed across 52 bacteria and methanogenic archaea suggests these
organisms might also be capable of methylation, and the ability to methylate might be more broadly distributed than previously thought [38]. In the environment, the production of MeHg by methylating bacteria is influenced by a number of factors including concentrations of inorganic Hg, organic matter, sulfate, and sulfide, factors which affect the activity of the methylating organisms and/or the availability Hg for methylation [16].

Hg methylation can also be catalyzed by several fungi, where this mechanism may serve a detoxifying role. The mycelia of *Aspergillus niger* and *Scopulariopsis brevicaulis* as well as the cells of yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* have been shown to produce MeHg aerobically in lab cultures [39]. Unlike bacterial methylation, fungal methylation processes occur within aerobic environments. Future research should focus on identifying these processes in nature, as fungal methylation has the potential to change the methylation step of the global Hg cycle, which has traditionally been thought to prevail only in anaerobic environments.

*MeHg Demethylation.*

MeHg accumulation is natural systems in the net result of methylation, accumulation, and demethylation. MeHg can be demethylated biotically through either 1) reductive demethylation or 2) oxidative demethylation. Reductive demethylation is mediated by the *mer* system. MeHg that diffuses into the cell is first demethylated by protein MerB, releasing CH₄, and Hg(II) is subsequently reduced by the mercuric reductase MerA, producing Hg(0) [4]. This reductive process results in the creation of Hg(0), and therefore in a potential removal of Hg from sediments or the water column through vaporization. Oxidative demethylation, on the other hand, is mediated by anaerobic bacteria through an, as yet, undefined mechanism yielding CO₂, a small amount of CH₄, and an unidentified Hg(II) moiety [4]. In contrast to reductive
demethylation, this oxidative process likely produces Hg(II), which is in turn a substrate for methylation, potentially creating a methylation/demethylation cycle [40].

There is a wide range of chemical transformations, including reduction, oxidation, methylation and demethylation that microorganisms such as bacteria and fungi can exert on Hg species. These changes affect the speciation of Hg, and can therefore influence HgS(s) dissolution in the hyporheic zone. Though some work has looked at the ability of microorganisms to conduct these changes directly on the solid phase [32], this is a largely understudied area of research. Microorganisms may interact with the solid phase through aqueous intermediates or they may interact directly with the surface. Regardless of the nature of the interaction, microbially mediated chemical changes will affect Hg speciation and will ultimately influence Hg mobility.

**Solid-Phase Hg**

*Speciation.*

The solid speciation of Hg is an important factor in determining the biotic and abiotic processes that might impact the dissolution of the phase, and gauging the mobility of Hg. In many soils and sediments Hg is predominantly found as the HgS(s) minerals, cinnabar and metacinnabar, as a result of Hg’s extreme chalcophilic nature. Cinnabar is the red, hexagonal, α-form of HgS(s) and is the major Hg-bearing mineral in nature [41], while metacinnabar is the black, cubic, β-form polymorph of cinnabar [42, 43]. Cinnabar is the primary ore of Hg, while metacinnabar can form authigenically as a result of precipitation in Hg-contaminated soils and floodplains or upon heating of cinnabar at high temperatures [41, 42, 44, 45]. HgS(s) minerals
are generally considered to be unreactive and stable [6]. HgS(s) phases are extremely insoluble: the log\(K_{\text{so}}\) of cinnabar is -39.8, while metacinnabar is slightly more soluble with a log\(K_{\text{so}}\) = -38.5 [46].

In addition to mineral Hg, Hg can also be associated with the solid phase as an adsorbate. Iron and aluminum (hydr)oxides, clays, and particulate organic matter are effective substrates for Hg sorption. Hg(II) adsorbs predominantly though an inner-sphere mode on goethite (FeOOH) and bayerite (Al(OH)₃) over the pH range of natural waters [47, 48]. Hg(II) sorption on \(\gamma\)-alumina (\(\gamma\)-Al₂O₃) occurs through inner-sphere and likely also through outer-sphere complexation [47, 48]. Hg(II) also adsorbs onto clays (e.g. kaolinite) mainly as inner-sphere but also through outer-sphere complexes [49]. Finally, Hg also has a high affinity for organic matter in soils, largely as a result of Hg’s affinity for sulfur-containing functional groups in organic molecules [17].

Although solid associated Hg may be found in the mineral or adsorbed phase, the Hg solid phase tends to be dominated by HgS(s) minerals in anthropogenic Hg-contaminated environments as well as in mine waste environments [45, 50-53].

\textit{HgS(s) Dissolution}

Sediments represent the largest reservoir of Hg in aquatic environments where Hg is largely found as HgS(s) minerals. These sulfides have largely been considered highly immobile [6]. Though the solubility constants (log\(K_{\text{so}}\)) of cinnabar and metacinnabar are low (-39.8, -38.5 respectively) [46], the mobility and/or solubility if HgS(s) minerals has been shown to be enhanced by a number of factors including the presence of organic matter, organic acids, sulfur, oxygen, and Hg-resistant bacteria.
Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is known to affect the solubility, mobility, and toxicity of many trace metals [54]. Cinnabar can dissolve in the presence of DOM by means of surface complexation under well-agitated conditions [55, 56]. Particularly, the humic fraction of DOM has been shown to enhance the dissolution of cinnabar to different extents by interacting directly with the mineral surface, resulting in aqueous Hg concentrations that are 12 to 13 orders of magnitudes above those calculated in equilibrium with pure water (10⁻⁸ M vs. 7 x 10⁻²⁰ M) [55, 56]. The ubiquitous presence of humic substances in natural waters makes the organic matter-enhanced solubilization of cinnabar a potentially important source of aqueous Hg in the environment [55].

Organic acids may also promote Hg mobilization. Low molecular weight organic acids (e.g. ascorbic acid and oxalic acid) have been shown to promote the release of particles from aquifer material by dissolving aquifer cementing agents (i.e. iron (oxy)hydroxides), and adsorbing to minerals thereby reducing and potentially reversing their surface charge promoting repulsive forces between adjacent particles [57]. Due to this effect, organic acids have been shown to promote the release of colloidal HgS(s) in mine waste environments where cinnabar and metacinnabar dominate the solid phase [58-60]. Through lab column experiments, oxalic and citric acid, two common organic acids, have been shown to enhance colloidal transport of HgS(s) from Hg mine tailings [58-60]. This effect is enhanced during high seepage velocities which might be expected in an arid mine waste environment as a result of the steep slopes of mine waste disposal sites and seasonally intense rainfall [59], but would be reduced in an environment with more moderate flow rate (such as the hyporheic zone).

Some sulfur species may also promote mobilization. Theoretical investigations have suggested that cinnabar dissolution is more favorable in the presence of HS⁻ as compared to pure...
water [61]. The presence of polysulfides (S\textsubscript{x}\textsuperscript{2−}) has also been shown to increase the solubility of cinnabar [62, 63]. In addition, enhanced dissolution of metacinnabar has been observed in the laboratory in the presence of HS\textsuperscript{−} and Fe(III) through a polysulfide intermediate [6]. The proposed mechanism involves the oxidation of HS\textsuperscript{−} to S(0) by Fe(III), and the formation of polysulfides which subsequently facilitate metacinnabar dissolution according to the following reactions:

For 10\textsuperscript{−5} M < [HS\textsuperscript{−}] < 10\textsuperscript{−4} M

\[
\text{HgS(s) + HS}^− + 2(x - 1)S(0) \rightarrow \text{Hg(S}_x\text{)}^2^− (\text{aq}) + H^+ \\
\text{HgS(s) + (x - 1)S(0) + H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{HgS}_x\text{OH}^− (\text{aq}) + H^+ [6].
\]

For 10\textsuperscript{−3} M < [HS\textsuperscript{−}] < 10\textsuperscript{−2} M

\[
\text{HgS(s) + HS}^− + (x - 1)S(0) \rightarrow \text{Hg(S}_x\text{)(SH)}^− (\text{aq}) + H^+ [62].
\]

Aqueous sulfur species therefore also play a key role in the dissolution of HgS(s) minerals.

Minerals made up of redox active elements may also dissolve through redox reactions. Oxidative dissolution of cinnabar and metacinnabar has been shown under aqueous oxygenated conditions [42]. The sulfide (S\textsuperscript{2−}) in the mineral is oxidized to thiosulfate (S\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}^2−) and sulfate (SO\textsubscript{4}^2−), while Hg(II) is released from the mineral matrix [42]. Interestingly, cinnabar dissolves to a greater extent than metacinnabar under these conditions [42], though the latter is generally considered to be less soluble [46]. This was the first observation of O\textsubscript{2} effects on HgS(s) dissolution, as previous research on cinnabar had shown that O\textsubscript{2} did not induce Hg release [55, 56]. This may be due to the fact that much of the Hg(II) produced through dissolution is
subsequently immobilized through adsorption to the solid itself [42]. Furthermore, the well-oxygenated conditions in the study by Holley et al. [42] may not match up with the conditions of previous experiments and may also not be representative of the natural environment.

Very little is known about the role of microbes in inducing HgS(s) dissolution [64]. However, it is widely recognized that the bacterial oxidation of metal sulfides to soluble metal sulfates and sulfuric acid, is induced by mesoacidophilic chemolithotrophic bacteria [65]. It has been thought that these sulfide-oxidizing bacteria might also be able to oxidize HgS(s). Although much research has been devoted to the bacterial oxidation of iron sulfides and other sulfides, little experimental work has been conducted on the effect of bacteria in promoting HgS(s) dissolution.

Three bacterial species have been most widely studied in promoting sulfur mineral dissolution due to their industrial application to bioleaching: *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans*, *A. thiooxidans*, and *Leptospirillum ferrooxidans*. *A. ferrooxidans* oxidizes reduced sulfur compounds to sulfate and Fe(II) to Fe(III). *A. thiooxidans* is able to oxidize only reduced sulfur compounds, whereas *L. ferrooxidans* can oxidize only Fe(II) [66]. A Hg-resistant strain of *A. ferrooxidans* was found to induce the mobilization of Hg from cinnabar by producing Hg(0) while oxidizing pyrite (FeS) under acidic conditions [64]. The Hg(0) was likely the result of the action of the *mer* operon discussed earlier. This bacterium could not gain energy in the presence of HgS(s) alone, leading to the conclusion that HgS(s) cannot serve as a growth substrate for either Hg-resistant or Hg-sensitive strains of *T. ferrooxidans* [64]. However, this finding does not preclude the existence of other bacteria capable of using the sulfide in cinnabar or metacinnabar as a substrate for growth. Further, researchers have shown that the HgS(s) dissolution constant is increased over 20-orders of magnitude compared to equilibrium values in the presence of mine
tailing-derived microbial cultures in acidic pH conditions (pH 3.25) [11]. However, the mechanisms for this enhanced solubility have not yet been assessed.

The role of heterotrophic bacteria and fungi in the mobilization of HgS(s) has not yet been investigated. However, heterotrophic bacteria and fungi are known to contribute to metal mobilization though the production of organic acids (e.g., lactic acid, oxalic acid, citric acid, gluconic acid) and compounds such as phenol derivatives which dissolve heavy metals by direct displacement of metal ions from the ore matrix by hydrogen ions and by the formation of soluble metal complexes and chelates [66].

Microbial communities including bacteria and fungi, may promote HgS(s) mobility through a number of mechanisms including but not limited to: Hg reduction, Hg methylation, production of extracellular compounds such as organic acids, increasing the concentration of DOM in the environment, and through S²⁻ oxidation by chemolithotrophic bacteria. Despite this potential effect, the majority of Hg mobilization studies are conducted in abiotic conditions. Further research should be conducted on the effect of microbes in inducing HgS(s) dissolution and elucidating the mechanisms involved.

Despite the mineral’s low solubility constants, cinnabar and metacinnabar dissolution can be enhanced by a number of factors. Further research needs to be conducted on HgS(s) dissolution and subsequent Hg mobilization under more environmentally significant conditions.

**The Hyporheic Zone**

The hyporheic zone is an area that may promote HgS(s) mobilization, as this zone is known to account for a significant flux of metals in the environment [67]. The hyporheic zone is the subsurface region of a stream where there is active mixing of shallow groundwater and
surface water [68]. The mixture of surface water flow (termed downwelling flow) and groundwater flow (termed upwelling flow) into this zone makes this a hydrologic transition zone [68]. Downwelling flows generally bring high dissolved oxygen (DO), organic matter (OM) and nutrients into the hyporheic zone, while upwelling flows generally have lower DO and OM, and lower nutrient concentrations [67]. Heterogeneity produced, for example by sediment surface irregularities or local OM deposits, can lead to the creation of anoxic or hypoxic pockets in an aerobic zone [67]. Steep redox gradients along with high OM concentrations, may promote substantial biological activity which may lead to Hg speciation changes, resulting in mobility and transport into surface and groundwater. Work on hyporheic Hg transformations has focused on anaerobic conditions, but the zone’s heterogeneity makes aerobic and anaerobic processes possible within close proximity making for a dynamic habitat affected by diverse chemical reactions and communities of microorganism. Despite their potential significance, the transformations of solid-phase Hg in aerobic/anaerobic transition zones such as the hyporheic zone are little understood [6], and relatively little work has been done to elucidate processes that govern HgS(s) dissolution and Hg mobilization in the aerobic/anaerobic hyporheic zone. Due to its potentially pivotal role in contaminant transport, microbiially induced Hg mobilization in the hyporheic zone warrants further research.

**Dissertation Objectives**

The goal of the subsequent chapters in this dissertation are as follows:

**Chapter 2**: Identify the bacterial community colonizing HgS(s) and other mineral sulfides *in situ* along the hyporheic zone redox gradient of a circumneutral Hg-contaminated freshwater environment.
Chapter 3: Elucidate the role of the abundant metacinnabar colonizer *Thiobacillus thioparus* and its substrate thiosulfate on inducing the release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg.

Chapter 4: Probe the effects of mineral synthesis, mineral loading, and thiosulfate concentration on metacinnabar weathering and subsequent Hg volatilization in the presence of *T. thioparus* cultures.

Our results show that metacinnabar, pyrite, and sphalerite surface colonization in the shallow sediments of a circumneutral Hg-contaminated creek was dominated by sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, while in deeper incubations *Geobacter*, a genus comprising obligately anaerobic metal reducing bacteria, was an abundant community member. The bacterial community on cinnabar, on the other hand, was different being comprised predominantly of methylotrophic bacteria, highlighting the importance of mineral structure in bacterial mineral colonization. Further, this work underlines the importance of understanding microbial ecology at mineral surfaces, rather than bulk soil ecology, to elucidate the potential for microbial communities to effect chemical changes on a given mineral. The discovery that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria dominate colonization of metacinnabar surfaces suggests a potential role for chemolithotrophic bacteria in the weathering of secondary HgS.

Subsequently, we show that the abundant and widespread neutrophilic sulfur-oxidizing bacterium *T. thioparus*, which extensively colonizes metacinnabar surfaces within aerobic, circumneutral creek sediments, also induces the release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg. *T. thioparus* incubations exhibit mineral dissolution and subsequent Hg volatilization from both natural and synthetic metacinnabar at various mineral loadings and thiosulfate
concentrations. These findings reveal a new pathway for metacinnabar dissolution and point to mineral-hosted Hg as an underappreciated source of elemental Hg that may contribute to atmospheric Hg budgets.

Finally, we show that thiosulfate, a major intermediate sulfur species in environmental systems and strong Hg(II)-complexing ligand, stimulates metacinnabar dissolution. Higher initial thiosulfate concentrations lead to higher concentrations of dissolved Hg, and adding the thiosulfate in small fluxes over time, as is expected to occur in natural environments, has a further enhancing effect on dissolution. Our work underscores the importance of thiosulfate, formed through both oxidative and reductive legs of the sulfur cycle, in enhancing HgS(s) dissolution.

Therefore, this dissertation shows that authigenic HgS minerals are not merely a sink for Hg within non-acidic natural environments and instead are a source of dissolved and gaseous Hg. The work presented within this dissertation provides critical information to predicting the transport of Hg in the environment and develop appropriate management and remediation strategies for Hg-contaminated systems.
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CHAPTER 2

BACTERIAL COLONIZATION OF SULFIDE MINERALS IN NEUTRAL FRESHWATER CREEK SEDIMENTS

Corresponding supplementary information is included in Appendix A
Abstract

Numerous microorganisms are involved in the transformation of minerals and can contribute to mineral weathering. Mineral-associated bacterial communities are potential key players in effecting chemical changes that can impact mineral alteration due to their proximity and ability to induce a number of physical and chemical mineral transformations. Chemooautotrophic bacteria, for example, can use sulfide minerals as energy sources in oxic environments thereby promoting mineral oxidation and dissolution. However, little work has been conducted investigating the in situ bacterial colonization of sulfide minerals in neutral freshwater systems. Further, while mercury sulfide minerals (HgS) are not considered energy sources for chemoautotrophic bacteria, the metabolic activity of HgS-associated communities within the environment is unknown. We examined the distribution, relative abundance and diversity of mineral-associated bacteria colonizing primary and secondary HgS phases (e.g. cinnabar and metacinnabar), ZnS (sphalerite), and FeS₂ (pyrite) incubated within the Hg-contaminated hyporrheic zone sediments of the bank and channel of the East Fork Poplar Creek (EFPC) in Oak Ridge, TN. Phylogenetic analysis of targeted-amplicon pyrosequencing data reveal that in shallow sediments, the sequence community of field-incubated metacinnabar, pyrite, and sphalerite was dominated by sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, while in deeper incubations Geobacter, a genus comprising obligately anaerobic bacteria, was abundant. Operational taxonomic unit-based statistical tools applied to pyrosequencing data show that the sequence communities on the various sulfide minerals cluster primarily by incubation depth and incubation location within the sediment. To a lesser extent, however, the host mineral also has an effect on the bacterial community, with cinnabar-associated communities clustering together regardless of location. The ecological differences in the bacterial communities colonizing the polymorphs
cinnabar and metacinnabar further highlight the importance of mineral structure, and may have profound effects on differential weathering of these mineral phases by bacteria. This study underlines the importance of understanding the mineral-associated microbial ecology, rather than bulk soil ecology, to elucidate the potential for microorganisms to effect chemical changes on a given mineral.

**Introduction**

It is widely recognized that microorganisms are involved in the transformation of minerals and can contribute to mineral weathering. For instance, minerals can serve as electron donors to chemoautotrophic bacteria providing energy for metabolic growth and the formation of cellular material from inorganic carbon. By catalyzing redox reactions that are in disequilibrium in the environment, chemoautotrophs promote oxidative reactions on the mineral for energy gain. Sulfide minerals such as pyrite (FeS₂), sphalerite (ZnS), cinnabar (α-HgS), and metacinnabar (β-HgS), which contain sulfide as the major anion, are therefore potential sources of energy to bacteria in oxic and/or suboxic environments.

Oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds through chemolithotrophic processes is one of the most prevalent energy yielding reactions in environments such as deep ocean hydrothermal vents [1-3], and has been proposed as one of the earliest self-sustaining metabolisms [4-7]. The majority (> 95%) of the energy available from oxidation of metal sulfides is derived from the sulfide, rather than the host metal [8-10]. Yet, studies on the interaction between microorganisms and minerals have shown that the mineralogical structure and host metal strongly influence the composition of the mineral-associated microbial community [11].

Much research has been devoted to investigating the microbial colonization and
microbially mediated oxidation of iron sulfides and other metal sulfides in the deep sea ocean [9, 11-13] and acidic freshwater environments [14-16]. However, little work has been done investigating the bacterial colonization of sulfides in neutral freshwater systems. Although chemoautotrophic microorganisms are ubiquitous on the Earth, these organisms are thought to represent only a small fraction of the microbial community abundance and diversity in most environments but may have a disproportionately large influence on sulfide mineral weathering [17].

Further, little is known about the bacterial colonization of mercury sulfide minerals (HgS) in the environment. Sediments, where mercury (Hg) can exist as HgS, represent a major reservoir of Hg in aquatic environments. Although HgS minerals have historically been considered insignificant sources of soluble Hg(II) to the environment due to their low solubility, sulfide-oxidizing bacteria may also be able to oxidize and subsequently dissolve HgS. For instance, under acidic pH conditions (pH~3), HgS dissolution can be enhanced in the presence of mine tailing derived microbial cultures [18]. Also under these acidic conditions, an Acidithiobacillus bacterium has been implicated in inducing the volatilization of Hg released from cinnabar [19]. Yet under non-acidic conditions (pH > 4), both HgS phases are considered to be unreactive and stable due to their low solubility and very slow abiotic dissolution kinetics [20-22]. Nevertheless, little is known about the composition of HgS mineral-associated communities and their potential for inducing HgS dissolution within the environment.

HgS-associated bacterial communities may promote HgS dissolution and Hg mobility through a number of mechanisms including but not limited to: Hg reduction, Hg methylation, production of extracellular compounds such as organic acids, increasing the concentration of dissolved organic matter in the environment, and through S^{2-} oxidation by chemolithotrophic
bacteria. Bacteria may interact directly with the solid mineral or through aqueous intermediates. Regardless of the nature of the interaction, mineral-associated communities are potential key players in effecting chemical changes that can impact dissolution.

To this end, we assessed the mineral-associated bacterial community composition and diversity on cinnabar, metacinnabar, pyrite, and sphalerite along a redox gradient of the East Fork Poplar Creek (EFPC) in the Y-12 National Security Facility in Oak Ridge. Identifying this epilithic and endolithic community, rather than the entire sediment community is critical, as microenvironments formed directly on and within the mineral are likely to make this community significantly different from that of the surrounding soil. To our knowledge this is the first study exploring the in situ resident bacterial community on various metal sulfides in neutral freshwater sediments.

Materials and methods

Field Sampling

Cinnabar, metacinnabar, pyrite, and sphalerite specimens were obtained from the Harvard Museum of Natural History (HMNH) Mineralogical Collection. Specimens were analyzed using XRD (Scintag XDS2000) to confirm sample composition. Further, microscopy observations revealed pyrite inclusions within the metacinnabar mineral. Iron impurities are known to stabilize the metacinnabar structure against evolution to cinnabar in the ambient environment [23].

Minerals were cut into sections approximately 2 cm by 2 cm by 1 mm, and polished. Sections were mounted on glass slides (2 cm by 2.5 cm) using super glue. The glass slides with the mounted minerals were then secured into two rows of precut holes in a 15 cm wide by 30 cm
tall polycarbonate sampler and covered in mesh to prevent large organisms from interfering with the slabs during incubation (Figure 2.1a). This sampler was inserted directly into sediments within the East Fork Poplar Creek, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA. Depending upon their position within the polycarbonate sampler, mineral sections were incubated at a shallow and deep location, 3.8 cm (~2-5 cm) and 26.7 cm (~25-28 cm) below the water sediment interface, respectively, for 6 weeks between September and October 2010. The sites of sampler deployment within the creek channel (N 36° 00.101’, W 084° 15.011’, ± 18 ft) and creek bank (N 36° 00.102’, W 084° 15.015’, ± 16 ft) were located approximately 70m upstream from sampling site EFK 22 (Figure 2.1b). Mineral incubations were assigned names based upon their incubation location (CC for creek channel and CB for creek bank), incubation depth (“1” for shallow incubations and “3” for deep incubations), and host mineral (C for cinnabar, M for metacinnabar, P for pyrite, and S for sphalerite) (Figure 2.1b). For example, sample CC3-P refers to the deep creek channel pyrite incubation.

Once retrieved, mineral samplers were transported on ice to our laboratory where they were preserved within 24 hours. Mineral slabs used for DNA extraction and sequencing were stored at -80°C. Mineral slabs for FISH were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed twice in PBS solution, and stored at -20°C in a storage buffer consisting of a 1:1 (vol/vol) mixture of PBS and 96% ethanol until further processing. Near the creek bank incubation location, surface sediments were collected aseptically and transported on ice to our laboratory where they were stored at 4°C until further processing (Figure 2.1b). Surface sediments were dried and sieved using a 250 µm sieve. Creek bank sediment cores were also collected at EFK 22, located 70m downstream of the mineral incubation site (Figure 2.1b). Sediment cores were transported on ice to the lab, and stored at 4°C until further processing. Within 1 week of sampling, sediment cores
were processed under an oxygen-free atmosphere, where the rind was removed and the core was divided into slices corresponding to different depths. Following processing, sediments were stored at -20°C.

**Field Site Background and Geochemistry**

A history of nuclear weapons production has resulted in elevated Hg levels within sediments of the Y-12 National Security Facility in Oak Ridge, where elemental Hg was used to enrich lithium between the 1950s and 1960s. The plant is located at the headwaters of the EFPC to which process water containing Hg was discharged. Between 108,000 and 212,000 kg of Hg are estimated to have been released into the watershed [24]. A significant fraction of the Hg continues to be deposited in the flood plain [24, 25], a large portion of which has been converted
to HgS [26]. The fraction of Hg found as HgS in the EFPC flood plain ranges from 45 to 90% in the buried, most-contaminated soils [24]. Hg concentrations in the Upper EFPC watershed soils range from 0.01 to 7700 mg/kg [27]. The majority of the contamination is accumulated in the upper 3 meters of floodplain soils and the sediments of the EFPC [28].

The geochemistry of the EFPC pore water at EFK 22, 70 m downstream of the mineral incubation sites, has been extensively monitored. Chemical and physical parameters of creek channel and creek bank pore waters collected in October 2010, on the day of mineral sampler retrieval, are summarized in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Because creek channel and creek bank incubation sites were characterized by sand, gravel and cobble deposits through the top 30 cm of sediment, both mineral incubation sites are more similar to the creek channel pore water sampling location at EFK 22 which has similar sediment texture rather than the creek bank pore water sampling location at EFK 22 which is characterized by fine grained silt material with evidence of buried leaf litter. As a result of this sediment texture, there is little change in water quality parameters with depth in the EFK 22 creek channel (Table 2.1). Similar geochemistry is expected for both the creek bank and creek channel mineral incubation sites. Measured pH in the creek channel in EFK 22 ranged from 7.8 to 8.1, while temperature ranged from 14.7 to 16.7°C (Table 2.1). At depths 0 to 23 cm below the water sediment interphase, dissolved Hg in EFK 22 creek channel pore water was between 7 and 19 ng/L, and ORP ranged from 69 to 118 mV (Table 2.1). At a 30 cm sediment depth, pore water was not extractable from the sediments, and hence no pore water data are available regarding the ORP of the deep incubation site (depth = 27 cm). However, following the removal of mineral samplers, thick oxidation rinds were observed on shallow metacinnabar incubations and sparser oxidation patches in deep metacinnabar incubations, suggesting there was less oxygen available in deep than in shallow incubations.
Table 2.1. Chemical and physical parameters of the creek channel pore waters at EFK 22 October 2010. ND denotes values below instrument detection limit. Uncertainty in the measurement is reported as ± 1 standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>7.6</th>
<th>15.2</th>
<th>22.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (µS/cm)</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORP (mV)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element Concentration (mg/L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>41.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>39.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>40.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>32.1 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>12.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>9.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.2 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved Hg (ng/L)</td>
<td>19.05 ± 4.8</td>
<td>12.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>12.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ion Concentration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄⁺ (µg/L)</td>
<td>82.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>26.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP (µg/L)</td>
<td>26.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>37.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>46.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>30.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfide (µg/L)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄²⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>36.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>36.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>36.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>31.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2. Chemical and physical parameters of the creek bank pore waters at EFK 22 October 2010. ND denotes values below instrument detection limit. Uncertainty in the measurement is reported as ± 1 standard error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>7.6</th>
<th>15.2</th>
<th>22.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (µS/cm)</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORP (mV)</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>-148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Element Concentration (mg/L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>40.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>42.8 ± 1.2</td>
<td>44.6 ± 1.2</td>
<td>48.3 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg</td>
<td>12.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>11.8 ± 1.1</td>
<td>10.0 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>8.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.0 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved Hg (ng/L)</td>
<td>11.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>15.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>18.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>12.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ion Concentration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄⁺ (µg/L)</td>
<td>11.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>17 ± 0.7</td>
<td>339.2 ± 1.9</td>
<td>734.4 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP (µg/L)</td>
<td>35.13 ± 0.5</td>
<td>18.46 ± 0.5</td>
<td>24.94 ± 0.5</td>
<td>29.76 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfide (µg/L)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>11.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>ND ± 0.2</td>
<td>ND ± 0.2</td>
<td>ND ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄²⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td>33.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>38.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>36.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>29.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During sampler retrieval, sediment cores were collected from a creek bank location 70m downstream of the mineral incubation site at site EFK 22 (Figure 2.1b). Aqua regia digestion followed by ICP-AES total metals analysis was conducted for sediment aliquots from different depths. Hg concentrations within the sediments at sampling location decrease as a function of depth (Figure 2.2).

Surface sediments collected from the EFPC near the creek bank mineral incubation site were dried and sieved to obtain the size fraction <250µm (Figure 2.1b). Mercury L_{III}-edge Extended X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (EXAFS) spectra were collected on beamline 11-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. Hg L_{III} Edge EXAFS spectra collected were best fit with a Hg-S scattering interaction (Figure 2.3) The Hg-S interatomic distance and coordination number agree with those in metacinnabar (4 sulfur atoms at 2.53 Å (4)), suggesting that Hg exists predominantly as metacinnabar in creek surface sediment. This is in agreement with previous studies which have also reported metacinnabar to be the dominant solid Hg phase in the flood plain sediments of the EFPC [24].

Molecular Methods

Field-incubated minerals were aseptically crushed and total DNA was extracted using the Ultraclean soil DNA kit (Mo Bio Laboratories) using the maximum yield protocol with the following modifications. After minerals were added to the bead solution tubes, tubes were sonicated for 5 minutes. Following addition of IRS solution, tubes were incubated at 70°C for 10 minutes, and 200 µg of polyadenylic acid was added [29, 30], followed by vortexing at maximum speed for 15 minutes. The 16S rRNA gene of environmental DNA was amplified
Figure 2.2. Total Hg concentration within EFPC sediments as a function of depth. Error bars represent standard error from 3 separate creek bank sediment cores taken at EFK 22, with the exception of measurements taken at depths 22 and 24 cm which represent values measured in only one sediment core.

Figure 2.3. $k^3$ weighted mercury L_{III}-edge bulk EXAFS (right) and Fourier transform (left) showing data and fitting results for collected spectrum for creek surface sediment near the creek bank sieved using a 250µm sieve.
using the 8F and 1492R primer set and conditions used previously [31] in triplicate or quadruplicate to yield sufficient DNA for sequencing. DNA was extractable from all minerals except cinnabar samples incubated in the creek channel (samples CC1-C and CC3-C), where extracted DNA was not sufficiently amplified either due to insufficient DNA quantity or quality. DNA extraction for sample CB1-P was damaged during processing. Amplification products were purified using the QIAquick nucleotide removal kit (Qiagen). Bacterial tag-encoded pyrosequencing (bTEFAP) was conducted by the Research and Testing Laboratory, Lubbock, TX using the GS FLX Titanium sequencing platform (Roche Applied Science). Primers 28F (5’GAGTTTGATCNTGGCTCAG) and 519r (5’GTNTTACNGCGGCKGCTG) were used to sequence variable regions V1-V3 of the 16S rRNA gene.

**Sequence Processing**

Pyrosequencing reads were denoised using AmpliconNoise, and chimeras removed using Perseus [32]. Resulting sample reads were all longer than 150 bp, had a quality score greater than 20, and no ambiguous reads, therefore no further quality filtering was needed. Sample reads were aligned and clustered using the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) Pyrosequencing Pipeline [33]. Bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences were classified using a naïve Bayesian rRNA classifier, version 2.0, with a bootstrap cutoff of 80% [34].

Class-level taxonomical abundances in each sample are presented as percent abundance of sequences falling within that class relative to the total number of sequences, including those that were not classifiable down to the class-level. Classes comprising less than 0.5% of all sequences are not shown in figures. Genus level abundances are presented as percent abundance of sequences falling within that genus relative to the total number of sequences classifiable down
to genus. Unclassifiable sequences were eliminated from this analysis in order not to detract attention from sequences with taxonomic assignments. Genera comprising less than 1.5% of the total classifiable sequences are not shown in figures though they are included in all of the OTU based analyses.

Rarefaction curves and all other OTU based analyses were calculated for each sample, using an OTU cutoff of 0.03 (e.g., 3% dissimilarity threshold) [35]. A Sorensen distance matrix was calculated for all samples with a Chao abundance correction using RDP’s Pyrosequencing Pipeline [35]. Distance matrices were imported into the PAST data analysis package for statistical analyses including hierarchical cluster analysis, nonmetric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) analysis, and analysis of similarity (ANOSIM) [36]. NMDS, clustering, and ANOSIM were used to examine how bacterial communities among different minerals across the two depths and locations were related. Because the size of each sample library varied greatly between 1380 reads and 10846 reads, normalized sample libraries containing 1380 reads each were developed to calculate a Sorensen Distance matrix based on an OTU cutoff of 0.03. Hierarchical clustering, NMDS, and ANOSIM analyses were based on this Sorensen Distance matrix.

**CARD-FISH**

For CARD–FISH analyses, paraformaldehyde-fixed mineral samples were hybridized with horseradish-peroxidase linked oligonucleotide probe *TBD121* [37] with Cy3-tyramides (Biomers.net). This probe targets *Thiobacillus thioparus* and *Thiobacillus denitrificans*. SYBR Green I DNA stain (Invitrogen) was used as a counterstain. Digital images were collected on a LSM510-META laser scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) at the Marine Biological Laboratory (Woods Hole, MA, USA).
Results

**OTU-Based Analyses**

After denoising, 64,732 high-quality bacterial sequences with an average read length of 343 bp were obtained from 13 mineral samples. Because sites were unequally sampled, rarefaction rather than absolute OTU numbers or nonparametric estimates, was used to compare sampling effort and richness across all sites at the 3% sequence difference level (*Figure 2.4*). The shallow creek channel pyrite incubation hosted microbial communities exhibiting the highest OTU richness, while the shallow creek channel metacinnabar incubation (CC1-M) exhibited the lowest richness. The 5 richest samples in order of decreasing richness were CC1-P, CC1-S, CC3-P, CB3-P and CB1-C. Due to the denoising algorithm employed, these richness estimates are free from the influence of sequencing errors, PCR mutations, and chimeras [32]. Rarefraction trends were similar at the 5% sequence difference level (data not shown).

A Sorensen distance matrix based on OTU clusters in the pyrosequencing sample data sets at the 3% difference level was used to develop NMDS, hierarchical clustering and ANOSIM analyses. The Sorensen distance is calculated based on the number of total and shared OTUs between two samples. NMDS based on the Sorensen distance yielded the pattern seen in *Figure 2.5*. Samples group primarily by depth, with shallow samples clustering near the left side of the plot, and deep samples clustering to the right of the plot. Samples also appear to group by their incubation location (e.g. shallow creek bank, shallow creek channel, deep creek bank, and deep creek channel), and polygons are drawn around samples from the same incubation location (*Figure 2.5*). Based on the NMDS plot, samples generally do not group based on host mineral,
Figure 2.4. Rarefaction curves at the 3% difference level for each of the mineral incubations. Shaded area around line represents the 95% confidence interval.

Figure 2.5. nMDS 2D similarity plot based on a Sorensen distance matrix comparing mineral-associated bacterial communities at the 3% difference level. Convex hulls connect points from samples from within the same sampling location and depth.
with the exemption of the cinnabar incubations (CB1-C and CB3-C), which group most closely with each other, and the shallow sphalerite incubations (CC1-S and CB1-S), which also group closely with each other but away from the deep sphalerite incubations (CC3-S and CB3-S).

An UPGMA tree calculated from Sorensen distances also supports grouping primarily by depth as all shallow samples and deep samples fall into two different tree branches, with the exception of sample CB3-C which clusters most closely with the other creek bank cinnabar sample (CB1-C), and outside of the branch with the deep incubations (Figure 2.6). The UPGMA tree is color coded with samples from the same sampling location having the same color. This tree supports grouping by incubation location with the exception of samples CB3-C, CB1-C, and CC1-S (Figure 2.6). Similar to the findings from the NMDS plot, samples generally do not group based on host mineral, with the exemption of cinnabar incubations (CB1-C and CB3-C) which cluster closely despite differences in incubation depth, and the shallow sphalerite incubations (CC1-S and CB1-S) which also cluster with each other (Figure 2.6).

Finally, one-way ANOSIM tests using the Sorensen distance matrix were conducted to determine the statistical significance of grouping samples by depth (shallow vs. deep), location (shallow creek bank, shallow creek channel, deep creek bank, and deep creek channel), and host mineral (cinnabar, metacinnabar, pyrite, sphalerite). ANOSIM tests that grouped samples by depth resulted in a global R value of 0.660 ($p=0.0015$), indicating that grouping by depth is statistically significant. A one-way ANOSIM test grouping samples by the four location categories resulted in a global R value of 0.657 ($p=0.0003$), indicating that grouping by location is also statistically significant. However, ANOSIM tests grouping samples by host mineral were inconclusive due to their high $p$ value.
**Figure 2.6.** UPGMA tree calculated from Sorensen distances between pyrosequencing sample data sets at the 3% difference level.

**Taxonomic Profiles**

Using a taxonomic approach, between 86% and 100% of sequence reads within each sample could be classified to the phylum level, and between 87% and 99% of sequences within each sample could be classified at the class level. The total classifiable sequences included 48 classes, with only 17 classes each representing >0.5% of the total pyrosequencing reads per sample (Figure 2.7). Classes with an abundance below 0.5% represented only 1% to 15% of all sequences within each sample. Dominant classes included the beta-, alpha-, delta, gamma-, and epsilonproteobacteria. (Figure 2.7).

Between 23 and 98% of sequence reads within each sample were classifiable at the genus level. The taxonomic breakdown at the genus level for each sample is shown in Figure 2.8. The
Figure 2.7. Heat map representation of taxonomic abundance at the class level. Abundance is expressed as percent abundance in all sequences including unclassifiable sequences. The 16S rRNA gene sequences were assigned to phylogenetic bacterial taxonomic groups based RDP’s naïve Bayesian rRNA classifier with an 80% confidence threshold. Only classes comprising over 0.5% of all sequences per sample are shown.

Figure 2.8. Heat map representation of taxonomic abundance at the genus level. Abundance is expressed as percent abundance in classifiable sequences. The 16S rRNA gene sequences were assigned to phylogenetic bacterial taxonomic groups based RDP’s naïve Bayesian rRNA classifier with an 80% confidence threshold. Only genera comprising over 1.5% of the total population per sample are shown.
total classifiable sequences included 234 genera, but only 34 genera exceeded 1.5% of the classifiable sample sequence abundance (Figure 2.8). Classes with an abundance below 1.5% represented 6% to 24% of classifiable sequences within each sample.

Shallow Incubation Taxonomy.

In shallow incubations, classifiable sequences with a sample abundance exceeding 0.5% fell within nine distinct classes, with beta- and alphaproteobacteria being among the most abundant (Figure 2.7). Together, these two classes represented between 73% and 90% of all sequence reads in shallow incubations. Twenty-three genera were represented within the classifiable sequences with a sample abundance >1.5% in shallow incubations (Figure 2.8). *Thiobacillus* was the dominant genus in all shallow creek channel incubations, comprising 71%, 36%, and 26% of the classifiable sequence reads obtained from metacinnabar, sphalerite, and pyrite incubations, respectively. *Thiobacillus* was also present in the shallow creek bank sphalerite incubation where it represented 6% of all classifiable sequences. The genus *Thiobacillus* comprises neutrophilic, obligate chemolithotrophic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria that use reduced sulfur compounds as electron donors during growth [38-43].

Other dominant strict sulfur-oxidizing genera included *Sulfuricurvum* and *Sulfuricella* [44, 45]. *Sulfuricurvum* was present in shallow creek channel metacinnabar and pyrite incubations comprising 13% and 6% of classifiable sequences respectively. *Sulfuricurvum* was also present in creek bank metacinnabar and sphalerite incubations comprising 19% and 9% of classifiable sequences respectively. *Sulfuricella* was identified in shallow creek channel and
creek bank metacinnabar incubations, as well as in the creek bank sphalerite incubation where it represented 8%, 2%, and 35% of the total classifiable sequences respectively.

Added together, genera comprising sulfur-oxidizing bacteria dominated the colonization of all shallow incubations except cinnabar (CB1-C) where genera comprising sulfur-oxidizing were not identified in abundances exceeding 1.5%. In metacinnabar incubations in particular, sulfur-oxidizing bacteria comprised 21% of identified genera in CB1-M, and 92% of genera in CC1-M.

Genera comprising obligate and facultative methylotrophic bacteria were present in all shallow incubations. Genera *Methylobacillus, Methylophilus, Methyloversatilis, Methylotenera,* and *Hyphomicrobium,* identified in these incubations, comprise obligate and facultative methylotrophs [46]. Genus *Methyloversalilis,* comprising facultative methylotrophs, was identified in all shallow incubations with a relative sequence abundance between 3% and 16%. Genus *Hyphomicrobium* was present in all shallow creek bank incubations comprising 18%, 4%, and 3% of the relative abundance on cinnabar, metacinnabar, and sphalerite respectively, and 17% and 3% in creek channel pyrite and sphalerite incubations. *Methylotenera* was identified in all shallow incubations except the creek channel metacinnabar incubations, comprising between 5% and 14% of the relative abundance.

**Deep Incubation Taxonomy.**

In deep incubations, classifiable sequences with a sample abundance exceeding 0.5% fell within sixteen classes, with delta- and betaproteobacteria being among the most abundant (*Figure 2.7*). Together, these two classes represented between 56% and 87% of all sequence reads in each sample. Twenty-one genera were represented within the classifiable sequences with
a sample abundance $>1.5\%$ in deep incubations (Figure 2.8). *Geobacter* was detected in all deep incubations, where it was among the top two most abundant genera in all incubations (with abundances between 16\% and 81\%) except in CB3-C, where it represented only 2\% of classifiable sequences. *Geobacter* dominated deep metacinnabar incubations comprising 29\% and 81\% of classifiable sequences in deep creek bank and creek channel incubations respectively. *Geobacter* is a genus which includes strict anaerobes capable of using various metals, such as Fe(III), Mn(IV), U(VI), and even sulfate, nitrate, and elemental sulfur as electron acceptors while using organic compounds or hydrogen (H$_2$) as electron donors [47, 48].

Other genera, including species known to be capable of sulfate reduction, were identified in deep incubations, though in much lower abundance relative to *Geobacter*. *Desulfovibrio* comprised 2\% and 3\% of the sequences in deep creek channel pyrite and sphalerite incubations respectively. *Desulfomicrobium* was identified in the creek channel sphalerite incubation representing 2\% of the population, and *Desulforhopalus* represented 3\% of the population in the deep creek channel pyrite incubation.

Genus *Sulfurospirillum* was identified in the creek bank and creek channel metacinnabar incubations as well as the creek channel sphalerite incubation comprising 8\%, 11\%, and 2\% of the population respectively. This genus comprises microaerophilic to anaerobic bacteria capable of growth using various substrates and electron acceptors, and is named for its ability to use sulfur compounds, such as elemental sulfur, thiosulfate, and sulfite, but not sulfate, as electron acceptors [49].

Similar to shallow incubations, methylotrophic bacteria including *Hyphomicrobium, Methylphilus, Methylophilus, Methylophilus, Methyloversatilis* were also identified in deep creek bank, but not in the deep creek channel incubations. Genus *Methylophilus*, in particular, was detected in all
deep creek bank incubations with abundances ranging between 4% and 44% of the population. The deep creek bank cinnabar incubation in particular appeared to be dominated by methylotrophic bacteria with *Methylotenera* (44%) and *Hyphomicrobium* (19%) being the dominant colonizers.

**Thiobacillus Species Level Clustering and CARD-FISH**

Based upon species-level clustering of the sequence reads classified as *Thiobacillus* within sample CC1-M, where this genus comprised 71% of sequence reads, only one *Thiobacillus* species was dominant within this sample. Using a phylogenetic tree built using pairwise alignments (ARB), this species was identified as being most closely related to *Thiobacillus thioparus*.

A FISH oligonucleotide probe (TBD121) hybridizing *Thiobacillus thioparus* and *Thiobacillus denitrificans* was used to detect the presence of *Thiobacillus* on the metacinnabar mineral surface [37]. To our knowledge no FISH oligonucleotide probes specific to *T. thioparus* had been developed. CARD-FISH with TBD 121 followed by counterstaining with an unspecific DNA stain (Sybr Green I) confirmed the dominance of *T. thioparus* and/or *T. denitrificans* relative to other cells on the mineral surface (Figure 2.9).

**Discussion**

** Taxonomic Profiles**

In this study, pyrosequencing reads were assigned to taxonomic groups based on
sequence similarity. Only 23 to 98% of all the sequence reads within each sample were taxonomically classifiable at the genus level, this is in part due to the short pyrosequencing reads which averaged 343 bp. Meanwhile a far greater proportion of the reads (87% to 99%) were classifiable at the class level. However, because the class level taxonomic abundance in all samples was largely dominated by alpha-, beta-, and gamma proteobacteria, comprising between 62 and 94%, of all sequence reads, we chose to discuss taxonomic profiles based on genus level classifications which better characterize taxonomic variability among the samples. Although it is not possible to infer the metabolism of uncultured microbes from this culture-independent
method, these genus level phylogenetic relationships do shed light on the preferential colonization of particular functional groups and thus likely metabolic processes occurring within the incubated minerals.

Genera comprising sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (i.e., *Thiobacillus*, *Sulfuricella*, *Sulfuricurvum*) dominated the colonization of all shallow incubations except cinnabar. The sulfur-oxidizing genera identified comprise neutrophilic chemolithotrophs that obligately use reduced or partially reduced sulfur compounds as electron donors during growth. Further, *Thiobacillus thioparus*, a neutrophilic obligately aerobic sulfur-oxidizing bacterium that couples the oxidation of various sulfur species to the reduction of oxygen, was identified as the predominant species colonizing shallow creek channel metacinnabar incubations (CC1-M) [40]. The proliferation of sulfur-oxidizing organisms on the sulfide minerals may have provided access to mineral-hosted sulfur to fuel respiration.

Based on sequence abundance, sulfur-oxidizing bacteria were not dominant community members in deep incubations, however, *Sulfurimonas* was identified in incubation CB3-M, where it comprised 5% of the genus classified sequences. This genus comprises autotrophic species which grow optimally on sulfide, elemental sulfur, thiosulfate and hydrogen as electron donors, and with nitrate, nitrite and oxygen as electron acceptors [50-52].

Genera comprising obligate and facultative methylotrophic bacteria were present in all shallow incubations. Methylotrophic bacteria are able to grow on reduced carbon compounds containing no carbon-carbon bonds, such as methanol or formate, while facultative methylotrophs are also able to grow on a variety of other multicarbon organic compounds [46]. The methylotrophic bacteria identified did not include any known methanotrophs. Interestingly, the genus *Hyphomicrobium* which was identified in all but one shallow incubation includes
species *H. sulfonivorans*, a facultative methylotroph with the peculiar ability to grow using methylated sulfur compounds as electron donors, but cannot grow autotrophically on inorganic sulfur compounds [53].

Similar to shallow incubations, methylotrophic bacteria were also identified in deep creek bank sediments, but not in the deep creek channel incubations. The deep creek bank cinnabar incubation in particular appeared to be dominated by methylotrophic bacteria with *Methylotenera* (44%) and *Hyphomicrobium* (19%) being the dominant colonizers. The field data available does not allow for a clear explanation as to why methylotrophic bacteria were identified in the sequences from deep creek channel, but not creek bank incubations. Perhaps despite being incubated at the same depths, the heterogeneity of field incubation sites allowed for distinct environmental factors to also play a role in shaping the community.

Both the autotrophic sulfur oxidizers and the methylotrophs have the ability to build their own carbon-carbon bonds. The sulfur oxidizers identified use the energy gained through the oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds to fix atmospheric CO₂ into cell material. Methylotrophs, on the other hand, can fix the products arising from the oxidation of reduced carbon substrates with no C-C bonds into cell material, though many are facultative [46]. Both groups are equipped to grow in oligotrophic environments with very low organic carbon concentrations. Because the incubation sites were located in a vegetated terrestrial creek, and not an oligotrophic system, the minerals likely enriched for these taxonomic groups.

*Geobacter*, a genus comprising strict anaerobes, dominated all but one of the deep incubation communities (CB3-C). *Geobacter* species are known to use organic compounds as electron donors while using a variety of electron acceptors including oxidized metals, nitrate, and sulfate [47, 48]. Though in low abundance, other sulfate reducers (e.g., *Desulfovibrio*,
Desulfomicrobium, and Desulfiorhopalus) were also present. The dominance of anaerobic organisms in most deep incubations suggests anoxic conditions at the mineral incubation sites or at the mineral surface. Oxygen depletion at the deep incubation sites is supported by the fact that following removal of mineral samplers, thick oxidation rinds were observed on shallow metacinnabar incubations and sparser oxidation patches in deep metacinnabar incubations, suggesting there was less oxygen available in the deeper incubations. Incubation CB3-C was the only deep incubation not dominated by strict anaerobes, however some member species of its dominant genera, Methylotenera and Hyphomicrobium are known to be capable of denitrification in addition to aerobic growth [54-56]. Hence the sequences identified on incubation CB3-C although not dominated by strict anaerobes, would have also been capable of anoxic growth.

The mineral sulfides appear to have enriched for a bacterial community that was taxonomically distinct from that in the surrounding sediments. Previous extensive characterization of shallow creek sediments at a nearby upstream and downstream location within the EFPC (EFK 13 and EFK 23) sheds further light on the sulfide incubation taxonomy [57]. Similar to the data from this present study, only 27% to 65% of sequences within each sediment sample were classifiable at the genus level. Genus Thiobacillus, although also detected in surrounding soils, was found in relative abundances of 1% or lower relative to the classifiable sequences sampled in September, October, and November. Similarly, genera Sulfuricurvum, Sulfuricella, and Hyphomicrobium, although detected in some surrounding sediment samples, did not exceeded 1% of classifiable sample sequences. Instead, the dominant genera in shallow sediments at these nearby creek locations were different from those found in shallow mineral incubations (Supplementary Table S2.1). Therefore, it is likely that the shallow sulfide incubations enriched for the sulfur-oxidizing and methylotrophic bacteria observed in this study.
as a result of conditions at or near the mineral that were evidently geochemically distinct from those of the surrounding sediments.

**Clustering Dominated by Depth and Location**

Clustering analysis findings suggest that mineral-associated bacterial communities were shaped mainly by the characteristics of the location in which they were incubated. It is worth mentioning that although minerals were incubated in four locations (shallow creek bank, shallow creek channel, deep creek bank, deep creek channel) inherent lateral heterogeneities within the sediments meant that no two minerals were incubated within exactly the same location. However the fact that bacterial communities clustered by location suggests each sampling location was relatively homogeneous. The sulfide host metal had a lesser impact on the bacterial taxonomy than did incubation depth and location (*Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6*). This secondary impact of the sulfide host metal is illustrated by the close clustering of shallow cinnabar incubations (CB1-C and CB3-C) with each other, and well as that of shallow sphalerite incubations (CC1-S and CB1-S) (*Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6*).

As mentioned, shallow incubations were dominated by sulfur-oxidizing bacteria and methylotrophic bacteria. So it seems that the bacterial taxonomy on shallow incubations was influenced by the fact that the minerals contained reduced sulfur and the surrounding waters were oxic creating favorable conditions for microbial sulfur oxidation. However, the host metal (e.g., Hg, Fe, Zn) appeared to have merely a secondary effect if any on the colonizing community taxonomy. This may be expected due to the fact that the host metals of the minerals incubated are not typical substrates for growth in these incubation conditions. Hg(II), for example, is not known to be used as a substrate for growth by any known bacterium. Zn(II) is also
not biologically redox active and hence does not serve as a substrate for growth. Although Fe(II) can serve as an electron donor for bacteria even under the circumneutral of this environment, there is very little energy to be gained from this process, particularly when compared to the energy available from sulfur oxidation [58, 59]. Although the effect of the host metal on the bacterial taxonomy appeared to be smaller than the effect of depth and location, these metals likely have an effect on other aspects of the bacterial community. For instance, both Hg and Zn are heavy metals that can be toxic to bacteria. If the mineral is solubilized, then one would expect that the bacterial communities colonizing these minerals would be enriched in Hg- and Zn-resistant organisms.

**Differences in Cinnabar and Metacinnabar Colonization**

A surprising outcome of this study is that despite cinnabar and metacinnabar being polymorphs, different bacterial populations appeared to colonize these minerals. While the shallow metacinnabar incubations resembled each other in the prevalence of sulfur oxidizers and methylotrophs, sulfur oxidizers were not among the dominant organisms identified on the shallow cinnabar incubations, where methylotrophic bacteria comprised the top 2 most abundant genera. Further, although *Geobacter* was the most abundant genus in deep metacinnabar incubations in the creek channel and creek bank (81% and 29% of the total classifiable sequences, respectively), *Geobacter* comprised a much smaller portion of the deep cinnabar incubation in the creek bank (2%). One might expect for the bacterial colonization on these two minerals to be nearly identical. However, some reasons for the differences in bacterial communities arising on shallow and deep HgS incubations may include differences in mineral 1) solubility, 2) structure, 3) reactivity, 4) surfaces area, and 5) presence of Fe impurities.
Both cinnabar and metacinnabar have very low solubilities. The aqueous solubility of cinnabar is over an order of magnitude lower than that of metacinnabar (logK_{so} = -39.8, -38.5, respectively) [60]. These differences in solubility and hence potential differences in release of sulfur species as a result of oxidative dissolution may have contributed to the observed ecological differences in cinnabar and metacinnabar shallow incubations. Metacinnabar being more soluble than cinnabar, and therefore releasing more reduced sulfur species into the adjacent pore water is consistent with our finding that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria colonized metacinnabar is greater abundance than they did cinnabar in shallow incubations.

Cinnabar and metacinnabar also have different crystal structures. Cinnabar is hexagonal, while metacinnabar is cubic [20, 55, 61, 62]. These differences in mineral structure could lead to differences in the reactivity of the minerals, which would in turn cause differences in the bacterial colonization of the minerals. However, a previous study exploring the oxidative dissolution of cinnabar and metacinnabar, found cinnabar dissolution rates to be between 2 and 3 times those of metacinnabar under the same conditions [20]. This would not be consistent with our finding that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria colonized metacinnabar is greater abundance than cinnabar.

There were also differences in the surface area of the incubated HgS surfaces. Incubated cinnabar was composed of a single cinnabar crystal. Metacinnabar crystals, on the other hand are typically no more than a few millimeters in diameter therefore the exposed surface was actually composed of many crystals. Although both surfaces were polished, the metacinnabar surface was more porous and therefore had more exposed surface area than the cinnabar surface. Differences in surface area might lead to differences in release of substrates such as sulfur species from the mineral. However, we would predict that this would have a greater impact on the total abundance
of the microbial biomass rather than the composition of the microbial community.

Finally, although cinnabar and metacinnabar are polymorphs, metacinnabar is known to have impurities such as Fe [63], meaning that the two minerals may not be chemically identical. As discussed above, the presence of Fe(II) may have had a destabilizing effect on metacinnabar thereby leading to the enhanced release of reduced sulfur species from the mineral.

While cinnabar is the primary ore of Hg, metacinnabar can form authigenically as a result of precipitation in Hg-contaminated soils and floodplains such as the EFPC [20, 24, 61, 64]. Based upon our analysis of EFPC soils, metacinnabar was the dominant HgS, therefore any bacteria that may have adapted to using reduced sulfur species from a HgS mineral as substrate, would have adapted best to metacinnabar in this environment.

The reason for the differences in cinnabar and metacinnabar colonization is likely a complex one that involves a combination of these structural and chemical factors. Our results demonstrate that the metabolisms of bacteria colonizing these polymorphs are different, and hence the role that bacteria play in accelerating the oxidative weathering of metacinnabar may be greater for metacinnbar than for cinnabar.

**Implications**

This study is the first to identify bacteria that colonize HgS minerals *in situ*. The proximity of mineral-associated bacterial communities coupled with their ability to induce a number of physical and chemical mineral transformations make them likely key players in effecting chemical changes that can impact dissolution. The finding that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria dominated the colonization of shallow metacinnabar incubations begs the consideration of what role they may be playing in the weathering and the potential subsequent release of Hg from this
mineral which has historically been considered an insignificant source of soluble Hg(II) to the environment.

It is widely recognized that chemolithotrophic bacteria are involved in the oxidation and dissolution of other metal sulfides to soluble metal sulfates and sulfuric acid [65]. Members of the *Thiobacillus* genus have been implicated in pyrite weathering (e.g., *T. denitrificans* and *T. thioparus*) by interacting directly with the solid surface or through aqueous intermediates [66-68]. *T. thioparus* has been found to utilize reduced sulfur compounds formed during the non-biological oxidation of FeS2 thereby enhancing mineral weathering [68]. Similar to the effect of chemolithotrophs on pyrite weathering, it has been thought that sulfur-oxidizing bacteria might also be able to oxidize HgS(s) [18, 19]. We propose that the presence of chemolithotrophic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria colonizing metacinnabar will lead to chemical changes that will ultimately affect HgS weathering. If our supposition is correct then microbial oxidative dissolution of metacinnabar is an unappreciated and previously unrecognized source of Hg to the environment. Accordingly, in a parallel study (Chapter 3) we address the role of *Thiobacillus* in metacinnabar dissolution within neutral aerobic conditions and the ultimate fate of mineral-derived Hg.
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CHAPTER 3

MERCURY SULFIDE MINERALS AS A SOURCE OF MERCURY TO THE ATMOSPHERE
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Abstract & Introduction

Mercury (Hg) is a toxic heavy metal that poses significant human and environmental health risks [1, 2]. Because gaseous elemental Hg travels over hemispheric scales, it is now an internationally recognized priority pollutant in need of global regulation [3]. Mineral-associated Hg is the largest Hg reservoir in the environment where it can account for nearly 60% of the total Hg mass inventory [4]. A large fraction of this pool is comprised of mercury sulfide minerals (HgS). These minerals have long been considered a virtual sink for Hg in all but severely acidic environments and thus disregarded as potential source of Hg back to aqueous or atmospheric pools. Here we show that the abundant and widespread sulfur-oxidizing bacterium *Thiobacillus* can extensively colonize metacinnabar within aerobic, near neutral pH creek sediments and induces the release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg. These findings reveal a new pathway for metacinnabar dissolution and point to mineral-hosted Hg as an underappreciated source of elemental Hg that may contribute to atmospheric Hg budgets.

In many soils and sediments Hg is predominantly found as mineral precipitates and (ad)sorbed complexes to mineral or organic matrices [5]. The dominant Hg minerals are the two HgS polymorphs cinnabar (α-HgS) and metacinnabar (β-HgS). Metacinnabar is the dominant authigenic phase, where it forms under sulfidic conditions within soils and sediments [6, 7]. Under acidic pH conditions (pH~3), HgS dissolution can be enhanced in the presence of mine tailing-derived microbial cultures [8]. Under these acidic conditions, an *Acidithiobacillus* bacterium has been implicated in inducing volatilization of cinnabar-hosted Hg [9]. Yet under non-acidic conditions (pH > 4), both HgS phases are considered to be unreactive and stable due to their low solubility (e.g., logK_{so} ~ -39) [10] and very slow abiotic dissolution kinetics [11, 12]. There is a growing appreciation, however, for the role of dissolved organic matter in increasing
HgS dissolution and inhibiting HgS precipitation and aggregation in the absence and presence of bacterial activity [13, 14]. Nevertheless, HgS minerals are still largely considered stable Hg phases and microbial-assisted dissolution of HgS at near neutral pH conditions is assumed negligible.

Observations of substantial Hg fluxes from unknown sources within terrestrial and marine sulfidic sediments, however, have called into question the validity of this assumption. For instance, HgS minerals have recently been implicated as a source of high dissolved Hg concentrations originating from sulfide-rich deep-sea vent sediments, raising the possibility that chemosynthetic microorganisms mobilize Hg from these low solubility phases [15]. Despite the widespread presence of HgS minerals in both terrestrial and marine sediments, we lack a clear understanding of the extent and mechanisms of HgS dissolution in these systems. Here we address this critical knowledge gap by conducting a combination of field and laboratory incubations to identify the potential for metacinnabar as a source of dissolved Hg within near neutral pH environments and the underpinning mechanisms at play.

**Results & Discussion**

We first characterized the microbial colonization and mineralogical transformations of metacinnabar mineral sections that were emplaced below the sediment-water interface (2.5 to 5 cm) within the aerobic hyporheic zone of a Hg-contaminated creek. Culture-independent analysis of the microbial communities showed that the metacinnabar surfaces were extensively colonized by chemosynthetic bacteria, which accounted for a striking majority (>92%) of the total microbial community (*Figure 3.1a*). This chemosynthetic population was composed predominantly of *Sulfuricuvum* (13%), *Sulfuricella* (8%), and *Thiobacillus* (71%), genera that
Figure 3.1. Microbial and mineral composition of incubated mineral sections. Sections were incubated within aerobic hyporheic sediments of the East Fork Poplar Creek for 6 weeks 2.5 to 5 cm below the sediment-water interface. (A) Genus-level classification of 16S rRNA sequences obtained from bacteria colonizing the metacinnabar (top) and pyrite (bottom) surface. Pie chart percentages represent the number of sequences assigned to each genus divided by the total number of classified sequences, which include the known sulfur-oxidizing organisms *Thiobacillus* (orange), *Sulfuricurvum* (green), and *Sulfuricella* (dark blue), and also the bacterial genera *Methyloversatilis* (red), *Hyphomicrobium* (light blue), *Sphingomonas* (purple), *Methylotenera* (brown), and *Sphingopyxis* (yellow). The remainder (gray) represents genera that each comprise less than 4% of the total population. (B) Distribution and composition of sulfur (S) in cross sections obtained from the incubated metacinnabar mineral slabs. (left) PCA analysis of the 7 energy S K-edge maps indicate that three components account for the S speciation whose XANES spectra match unreacted metacinnabar (a = β-HgS), elemental sulfur (b = S⁰) and sulfate (c = SO₄²⁻). (right) µ-XRF map illustrating the presence of the oxidation product S⁰ (red) and isolated spots of sulfate (green) on the HgS surface (blue) (spot size = 5 µm). Scale bar = 60 µm.

have the demonstrated ability to oxidize reduced sulfur compounds. Pyrite surfaces similarly enriched for these organisms, but to a lower relative magnitude (Figure 3.1a). The metacinnabar surface evidently enriched for these sulfur-oxidizing organisms as previous characterization of these creek sediments revealed a microbial community that was taxonomically distinct from those found on the mineral incubations [16]. Further, the *Thiobacillus* population on the metacinnabar surface was comprised of a single species, *Thiobacillus thioparus*. *T. thioparus* is a common neutrophilic obligate aerobic sulfur-oxidizing bacterium that couples the oxidation of
various sulfur species (e.g., sulfur, thiosulfate, sulfide) to the reduction of oxygen [17]. Thus, the proliferation of these organisms on the metacinnabar surface may have ensued due to enhanced access to mineral-hosted sulfur to fuel respiration.

In fact, metacinnabar oxidation is implicated by observations of sulfide oxidation products on the surface of the same metacinnabar sections incubated in the creek sediments (Figure 3.1b). Principal component analysis (PCA) of X-ray fluorescence maps (XRF) collected at seven different energies around the sulfur K-edge indicated that three unique components were in the reacted metacinnabar samples. The identity of the three components as HgS, elemental sulfur (S\textsuperscript{0}) and sulfate (SO\textsubscript{4}) was confirmed by comparing spot X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra to model compounds (Figure 3.1b). Multiple-energy XRF maps for these three spectral components revealed heterogeneous surface rinds on the incubated metacinnabar surface composed primarily of elemental sulfur with isolated sulfate regions (Figure 3.1b). These results indicate that the metacinnabar surface was in fact oxidized leading to the formation of substantial surficial S\textsuperscript{0} rinds. This oxidation may be a direct or indirect consequence of the activity of the sulfur-oxidizing bacterial communities that had extensively colonized the mineral surface.

Indeed, incubation of \textit{T. thioparus} axenic cultures with metacinnabar at varying thiosulfate concentrations points to microbially induced metacinnabar oxidation. In incubations containing an environmentally relevant thiosulfate concentration (initially \~100 \textmu M), thiosulfate was consumed within the first 5 days (Figure 3.2a) with the dominant oxidation product being sulfate (Figure 3.2b), formed through a S\textsuperscript{0} intermediate (Supplementary Figure S3.1). Following thiosulfate consumption, sulfate concentrations in the presence of metacinnabar
Figure 3.2. Aqueous sulfur and mercury dynamics in *Thiobacillus* incubations with metacinnabar. Aqueous thiosulfate (a), sulfate (b), and Hg (c) concentrations within *Thiobacillus* incubations initiated with ~100 μM thiosulfate and metacinnabar. Thiosulfate concentrations are below detection following 5 days of reaction (a) corresponding with an increase in the oxidation product sulfate (b). Dashed vertical line in (b) indicates time point following which thiosulfate is no longer detected. In the absence of metacinnabar, sulfate production in excess of the stoichiometric amount of sulfate produced from thiosulfate oxidation (2 moles of sulfate produced per mole of thiosulfate), originates from the oxidation of residual elemental sulfur introduced from the inoculum. Minimal abiotic thiosulfate oxidation and sulfate production are observed in killed controls. A background sulfate level of ~10 μM is observed accounting for any sulfate carryover from the killed inoculum as well as abiotic oxidative dissolution and release of surface sorbed sulfate (see Supplementary Table S1). Error bars for most time points are smaller than the symbol. (c) Aqueous Hg concentrations in killed incubations are significantly higher (36 nM) than concentrations in the presence of live *Thiobacillus* cells (3nM) after 10 days of reaction. Error bars are the standard deviation of method duplicates.

continued to increase at a faster rate than in its absence (17 and 10 μM day⁻¹ sulfate production respectively, *Figure 3.2b*). Further, a substantially higher sulfate concentration was observed in the presence of metacinnabar relative to its absence (*Figure 3.2b*) and was formed in excess of that supported solely by oxidation of added thiosulfate and residual elemental sulfur in the inoculum (see Supplementary Table S3.1). In incubations with initial thiosulfate concentrations of 0 and 60 μM, 48-60% of the excess sulfate production, could be solely attributed to microbial-enhanced HgS dissolution (see Supplementary Table S3.1 and Supplementary Figure S3.2). Moreover, after 11 weeks of incubation, the viable cell population was 5 to 15 times greater in incubations with metacinnabar than in its absence (4 x 10⁵ and 1 x 10⁵ cells mL⁻¹ for 100 μM
initial thiosulfate in the presence and absence of metacinnabar respectively, and 7 x 10^7 cells mL^-1 and 4 x 10^6 cells mL^-1 for 20 mM initial thiosulfate in the presence and absence of metacinnabar respectively). Together, these results suggest that metacinnabar is in fact fueling sulfur respiration and thereby undergoing microbially mediated oxidative dissolution.

Mercury released during metacinnabar dissolution was rapidly volatilized as gaseous Hg^0 in the presence of viable *Thiobacillus*, precluding the accumulation of dissolved Hg. Dissolved Hg^{2+} was observed in incubations containing killed (formaldehyde-treated or autoclaved) *T. thioparus* cells, with concentrations ranging from 36 nM (Figure 3.2) to more than 500 nM within 10 days (Supplementary Figure S3.3). In contrast, aqueous Hg was below 3 nM in equivalent incubations containing viable cells regardless of thiosulfate level (Figure 3.2 and Supplementary Figure S3.3) and even after extended periods of time (> 11 weeks). Instead, a substantial amount of gaseous Hg^0 was observed in metacinnabar incubations with viable cells (Figure 3.3). The cumulative gaseous Hg^0 released in the presence of *Thiobacillus* varied with reaction time, cell density and initial thiosulfate concentration and ranged from ~100 to greater than 8000 ng Hg^0 per liter of culture (Figure 3.3a,b). Even in the absence of any exogenous thiosulfate, Hg^0 formation was still occurring after 40 days amounting to nearly 400 ng of Hg(0) per liter of culture (Figure 3.3c) and further hinting at microbially sustained oxidative respiration of metacinnabar-derived sulfur. Meanwhile, minimal volatilization was observed in incubations with killed cells, and with viable cells in the absence of metacinnabar (i.e., background Hg levels in air). The non-metabolic contribution in the killed cell controls is likely due to abiotic Hg(II) reduction by Fe(II) [18, 19] impurities within the metacinnabar structure (see Supplementary Methods). Elevated Hg^0 production in the presence of live cells demonstrates that Hg was in fact
Figure 3.3. Gaseous mercury (Hg\textsuperscript{0}) measured in *Thiobacillus* incubations. Concentrations are presented as ng Hg\textsuperscript{0} per liter of culture volume. (a) Gaseous Hg within incubations after 20 days containing no HgS (white bars), HgS plus live *Thiobacillus* (black bars), HgS plus live *Thiobacillus* at a lower cell density (∼10x fewer cells) (dark gray bars), and HgS plus killed *Thiobacillus* cells (light gray bars) and with an initial thiosulfate concentration of (a) zero and (b) 0.04 or 20 mM thiosulfate. (b) Gaseous Hg produced in the zero thiosulfate incubations after 30 and 40 days. Error bars are the standard deviation for two to four biological replicates.

released from metacinnabar and then volatilized to Hg\textsuperscript{0} by *Thiobacillus*. Many sulfur-oxidizing organisms possess the enzyme mercuric reductase [20], MerA, which reduces Hg\textsuperscript{2+} to Hg\textsuperscript{0} [21]. Indeed, PCR amplification using mer-specific primers confirmed that *T. thioparus* possesses the *merA* gene (Supplementary Figure S3.4) and hence the genetic potential to reduce Hg\textsuperscript{2+} as observed in our incubations here.

The extent of Hg volatilization was enhanced by the presence of thiosulfate. In the absence of microbial activity (e.g., killed cells), aqueous Hg\textsuperscript{2+} levels increased with increasing initial thiosulfate concentration (Supplementary Figure S3.3), indicating that thiosulfate stimulated metacinnabar dissolution. Thiosulfate is a strong Hg\textsuperscript{2+} complexing ligand [15] and MINTEQ modeling indicated that under the experimental conditions tested, nearly all aqueous Hg\textsuperscript{2+} was complexed to thiosulfate, predominantly as Hg(S\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3})\textsuperscript{2-} (98%) under low (100 μM)
thiosulfate conditions and Hg(S₂O₃)²⁻ (77%) under high (20 mM) thiosulfate concentrations. In the presence of live *Thiobacillus*, higher thiosulfate concentrations also led to higher cell densities (see **Supplementary Figure S3.5**) ultimately resulting in a greater mass of Hg volatilized over a given time period (**Figure 3.3**). The Hg volatilization rate (~100-500 ng L⁻¹ d⁻¹) after 11 to 30 days of incubation, when most thiosulfate had been consumed by cells (concentration remaining 0-5 μM), however is similar when normalized to cell abundance (~50 ag Hg cell⁻¹ d⁻¹) for a wide range of initial thiosulfate concentrations (40 μM to 20 mM) (**Supplementary Figure S3.6**). Thus, thiosulfate concentration had a dual effect on HgS dissolution, by acting as both a complexing ligand inducing abiotic metacinnabar dissolution before it was consumed through cell respiration and by thereby supporting higher cell densities to stimulate microbially induced dissolution. Thiosulfate is a major intermediate sulfur species in environmental systems formed through both oxidative and reductive legs of the sulfur cycle, leading to high thiosulfate fluxes despite variable steady-state concentrations (typically low- to mid- micromolar concentrations, but as high as 3 mM in estuarine and marine waters and sediments) [22-26]. Our findings demonstrate that at environmentally relevant concentrations, even a small increase in initial thiosulfate abundance (from <4 to 40 μM) resulted in a large enhancement of Hg volatilization (~35 times, **Figure 3.3**).

Here we show that authigenic mercury sulfide minerals are not merely a sink for Hg within non-acidic natural environments and instead are a source of gaseous Hg (**Figure 3.3**). Volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg is a coupled process involving metacinnabar dissolution and microbial reduction of released Hg. Both microbial activity and thiosulfate enhance Hg release through presumably oxidative and ligand-promoted dissolution processes, respectively. Surprisingly, it appears that metacinnabar could serve as a respiratory source of
sulfur for *Thiobacillus* (Figure 3.2) and likely other sulfur-oxidizing bacteria explaining their extensive colonization on metacinnabar in sediments (Figure 3.1). Metacinnabar dissolution by thiosulfate (Supplementary Figure S3.3) or other Hg complexing ligands will also provide sulfide or other S intermediates (e.g., formed via abiotic oxidation of sulfide) further fueling the metabolism of sulfur-oxidizing organisms. Within aerobic systems, as explored here, this volatilized Hg may evade to the atmosphere. Under fluctuating redox conditions, however, methylation may compete for the released Hg from metacinnabar. The ultimate fate of released Hg from metacinnabar will undoubtedly be a function of the system geochemistry and resident microbial community. Regardless of the dissolution mechanisms and fate of Hg, these complex dynamics challenge the notion that metacinnabar serves as a static Hg host.

These findings point to mercury sulfide minerals as an underappreciated source of Hg to the environment. Based on these Hg volatilization rates, this process could account for a significant amount of Hg release from sediments and soils into the atmosphere. The microbially enhanced dissolution rates observed here, excluding any abiotic contribution, are 9 to 1000 times higher than known oxidative dissolution rates [11, 12] (see Supplementary Table S3.1). A reasonable extrapolation for the environmentally relevant Hg volatilization rate from the processes observed in this study is 69 ng Hg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$ (see Supplementary Table S3.2), which falls within the range of observed emissions from mineral mercury enriched areas (2-440 ng Hg m$^{-2}$ h$^{-1}$) [27]. Our findings may provide a mechanistic understanding, at least in part, for these field observations. Further extrapolating this area normalized rate to an area roughly equivalent to that of all wetlands yields a Hg release rate of 2 Mmoles yr$^{-1}$. For scale, total Hg emissions from terrestrial soils are estimated at 15 Mmoles yr$^{-1}$ [5] with the contribution from geologically enriched soils estimated at 2.5-7.5 M yr$^{-1}$ [27]. With that being said, the HgS loadings used in
Methods

Field Incubations

Metacinnabar and pyrite specimens were obtained from the Harvard Museum of Natural History (HMNH) Mineralogical Collection (specimen #122749) (see Supplementary Methods). For in-situ creek incubations, minerals were cut into sections approximately 2 cm by 2 cm by 1 mm, polished, mounted on polycarbonate samplers and then incubated at a depth of 2.5 - 5 cm within the aerobic sediments of the creek channel of the East Fork Poplar Creek (EFPC), Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA for 6 weeks between September and October 2010 (see Supplementary Methods). The geochemistry of the EFPC pore water near sampler deployment location (EFK 22) has been extensively monitored, and Supplementary Table S3.3 includes geochemical parameters collected on the day of sampler retrieval. Once retrieved, samples were preserved until further processing (see Supplementary Methods).

DNA was extracted from field-incubated minerals followed by pyrosequencing of the 16S rRNA gene. Sequences were denoised, chimeras were removed, and high quality sequences (>150 bp) were aligned and classified (see Supplementary Methods for further details).

Field-incubated metacinnabar slabs were examined by synchrotron-based X-ray spectroscopy. Micro- and bulk-spectroscopic measurements were conducted at beamlines 14-3 and 4-3 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL), respectively. Fluorescence
maps were analyzed using the Microanalysis Toolkit in SMAK [28] as described in the Supplemental Methods.

**Pure Culture Incubations**

*Thiobacillus thioparus* (ATCC 8158) was incubated aerobically at room temperature in 100 mL glass serum vials in the dark for all experiments in the presence and absence of ground natural metacinnabar. Metacinnabar obtained from the HMNH Mineralogical Collection was sieved (< 250 μm) prior to use in incubations, and surface area of processed minerals was determined using the BET Kr adsorption technique (0.1321 ± 0.0007 m² g⁻¹). Glass serum vials were soaked in 10% Insta-Analyzed HCl (J.T. Baker), and rinsed 4x in nanopure water. Vials were not reused following contact with Hg.

*Thiobacillus* cultures were pre-grown in a pH 7 buffered basal freshwater medium containing 20 mM Na₂S₂O₃, 29 mM KH₂PO₄, 23 mM K₂HPO₄, 3.8 mM Na₂CO₃, 7.5 mM NH₄Cl, 1.0 mM MgCl₂·6H₂O, 0.3% vitamin solution [29], and 0.1% Trace Element Solution [29] at 30°C for 5 days (see Supplementary Methods for additional details). These cells were then centrifuged (5,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C) and concentrated approximately 30x by re-suspending in spent medium, and a 1:100 inoculation of these cells was used for 40 μM, 60 μM, and 20 mM initial thiosulfate experiments. For 20 mM initial thiosulfate experiments, a stock solution of sterile Na₂S₂O₃ was prepared and added into incubations. For 40 μM and 60 μM initial thiosulfate experiments, no additional thiosulfate is added and any thiosulfate present is carryover from the inoculum. For zero thiosulfate experiments, centrifuged cells were re-suspended in thiosulfate-free medium, centrifuged again and then concentrated approximately 30x in the thiosulfate-free medium. A 1:100 or 1:50 inoculation of these cell suspensions was
then performed. Killed controls consisted of autoclaved (121°C, 30 min) concentrated cells or 6-
day old pre-grown cultures that were killed with 4% formaldehyde, frozen overnight, thawed,
centrifuged down, and re-suspended in thiosulfate-free medium. Similar to the processing for
live cells, for killed cell preparations, the washing step was performed once for 40 μM and 20
mM initial thiosulfate experiments, and twice for zero thiosulfate experiments. Experimental
inoculum contained elemental sulfur resulting from pre-growth in thiosulfate medium, and was
homogenized to minimize differences in this carryover in the experiments. HgS used in
experiments was sterilized by autoclaving under an oxygen-free N₂ atmosphere to prevent
mineral oxidation. Mineral loading used in all incubations with metacinnabar was 2 g L⁻¹.
Cultures were grown without shaking although vials were swirled prior to aseptically drawing
samples for aqueous analyses.

Hg volatilization rates were determined by pumping air into *Thiobacillus* incubations at a
rate of 1.60 ± 0.2 mL minute⁻¹, and then capturing volatile Hg in outflow using gold-coated
quartz sand traps. Incoming air was Hg-stripped using an upstream gold-coated sand trap and
filtered through a 0.22 μm cellulose filter. Similarly, outflow was filtered upstream of the gold-
coated quartz trap. The mass of Hg on traps was subsequently quantified by dual-stage gold
amalgamation and the Tekran-2600 cold vapor atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer following
previously established modifications [30]. Hg emissions from incubations were sampled in
intervals of minutes to hours to collect a Hg mass within the instrument detection range. Total
Hg emissions from incubations were then estimated based upon volatilization rates obtained at
time intervals throughout the experiment assuming a constant rate of change in volatilization
rates.
Samples to be used for sulfate and thiosulfate quantification were filtered through a 0.22 μm cellulose filter and stored at -20°C until analysis. Sulfate and thiosulfate concentrations were quantified via suppressed anion chromatography with conductivity detection using a Dionex ICS-2000 (AS11 Column) with a KOH eluent generator. Samples for total dissolved Hg analysis were filtered using a 0.22 μm cellulose filter, oxidized with bromine monochloride, and analyzed on a DMA-80 direct Hg Analyzer (Milestone Inc.) by thermal decomposition of the sample, catalytic conversion to elemental Hg, amalgamation, and atomic absorption. Cell abundances were determined in parallel with incubations. (See Supplementary Methods for further details).
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CHAPTER 4

DISSOLUTION AND VOLATILIZATION OF METACINNABAR-HOSTED MERCURY IN *THIOBACILLUS THIOPARUS* CULTURES

*Corresponding supplementary information is included in Appendix C*
Abstract

Mineral-associated mercury (Hg) is the largest reservoir of Hg in the environment, and metacinnabar (β-HgS) is one of the dominant Hg mineral phases. Until recently metacinnabar had been considered a sink for dissolved Hg in circumneutral pH environments and thus disregarded as potential source of mobile Hg. Recently however, the abundant and widespread sulfur-oxidizing bacterium *Thiobacillus thioparus* has been shown to extensively colonize natural metacinnabar within aerobic, near neutral pH creek sediments, and induce the release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg. In this study, we tested the effect of successive daily thiosulfate additions, mimicking the continuous thiosulfate fluxes in the environment, on the release of soluble Hg(II) and volatile Hg(0) from natural and synthetic metacinnabar incubated with live and killed *T. thioparus* cultures. Daily thiosulfate spikes are quickly oxidized in the presence of live *T. thioparus* with concomitant sulfate production, while thiosulfate is minimally consumed in killed incubations. Dissolved Hg in killed incubations increases over the course of the experiment, presumably due to thiosulfate-induced Hg complexation and dissolution, with a more pronounced increase in natural than in synthetic metacinnabar incubations. Meanwhile, dissolved Hg in live incubations decreases over time likely due to the MerA induced reduction of dissolved Hg by *T. thioparus*. The timing of thiosulfate additions has a substantial effect on the extent of abiotic metacinnabar dissolution, but not on the extent or timing of abiotic volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg. Meanwhile, the dynamics of biotic microbially induced volatilization of mineral-hosted Hg are impacted by the timing of thiosulfate additions, with release of volatile Hg from natural and synthetic metacinnabar occurring rapidly within the first few hours following the thiosulfate spike, and decreasing volatilization after thiosulfate is
consumed by *T. thioparus*. Future targeted investigations should be conducted to reveal the underpinning processes in order to improve our mechanistic understanding of the volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg.

**Introduction**

Mercury (Hg) is a toxic metal known to interfere with human neurological development [1]. Mineral-associated Hg is the largest environmental Hg reservoir accounting for nearly 60% of the global Hg mass inventory [2]. The dominant Hg minerals are cinnabar (α-HgS) and metacinnabar (β-HgS), with metacinnabar being the dominant authigenic phase, where it forms under sulfidic conditions within soils and sediments [3, 4]. Metacinnabar has long been considered a sink for dissolved Hg in circumneutral pH environments and thus disregarded as a potential source of mobile Hg. However, we recently showed that the abundant and widespread sulfur-oxidizing bacterium *Thiobacillus thioparus* can extensively colonize metacinnabar within aerobic, near neutral pH creek sediments (Chapter 2) and induces the release and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg (Chapter 3). The extent of Hg volatilization is enhanced by the presence of thiosulfate, a substrate for *T. thioparus* and a major intermediate sulfur species in environmental systems. Because thiosulfate is formed through both oxidative and reductive legs of the sulfur cycle, environments can experience high thiosulfate fluxes, despite variable steady-state concentrations (typically low- to mid- micromolar concentrations, but as high as 3 mM in estuarine and marine waters and sediments) [5-9]. However, despite the widespread presence of HgS minerals in both terrestrial and marine sediments, we lack a clear mechanistic understanding of the dissolution and volatilization of HgS-hosted Hg in these systems.
While our previous findings revealed a new pathway for metacinnabar dissolution and unveiled mineral-hosted Hg as an underappreciated source of dissolved and volatile Hg, here we address the critical knowledge gap in HgS dissolution and volatilization by conducting laboratory incubations to begin to identify key factors in Hg release from metacinnabar. Because in our previous study, thiosulfate was only added to incubations initially in the course of the experiment, in this study we tested the effect of maintaining a constant thiosulfate flux, mimicking thiosulfate fluxes in the environment, on the release of soluble Hg(II) and volatile Hg(0) from metacinnabar incubated with live and killed T. thioparus cultures. Further, we evaluated Hg releases in live T. thioparus cultures incubated with natural and synthetic metacinnabar, at two different mineral loadings and two thiosulfate concentrations. We have only begun to scratch at the surface of the underpinning mechanisms at play, and future studies should be considered in order to provide a more accurate understanding of the factors affecting dissolution and volatilization of metacinnabar-hosted Hg in circumneutral environments.

Materials and Methods

Culture Conditions

Thiobacillus thioparus (ATCC 8158) was incubated aerobically at room temperature in 100 mL glass serum vials in the dark for all experiments in the presence of natural and synthetic metacinnabar. New glass serum vials were soaked in 10% Instra-Analyzed HCl (J.T. Baker), and rinsed 4x in nanopure water. Vials were not reused following contact with Hg. T. thioparus cultures were pre-grown in a basal freshwater medium containing 20 mM Na₂S₂O₃, 29 mM KH₂PO₄, 23 mM K₂HPO₄, 3.8 mM Na₂CO₃, 7.5 mM NH₄Cl, 1.0 mM MgCl₂·6H₂O, 0.3% vitamin solution [10], and 0.1% Trace Element Solution [10] at 30°C for 5 days. These cells
were then centrifuged (5,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C) and concentrated approximately 30x by re-suspending in spent medium, and a 1:100 inoculation of these cells was used for live cell experiments. No additional thiosulfate was spiked at day 0 of the experiment, and any thiosulfate present was carryover from the inoculum. Killed controls consisted of autoclaved (121°C, 30 min) concentrated cells, and a 1:100 inoculation of these cells was also used for killed cell experiments. Experimental inoculum contained elemental sulfur resulting from pre-growth in thiosulfate medium, and was homogenized to minimize differences in this carryover in the experiments. HgS used in experiments was sterilized by autoclaving under an oxygen-free N₂ atmosphere to prevent mineral oxidation. Mineral loading used in all incubations was 2 g L⁻¹ or 1 g L⁻¹. Cultures were started with 50 mL of medium and grown without shaking, although vials were swirled following the daily thiosulfate spike and prior to aseptically drawing samples for aqueous analyses. Every 24 hours cultures were spiked with thiosulfate. Low thiosulfate incubations were spiked with 200 µL of a 25 mM thiosulfate stock, while high thiosulfate incubations were spiked with 200 µL of a 125 mM thiosulfate stock. The resulting thiosulfate concentration following the spike was 125-132 μM and 621-654 μM for low and high thiosulfate incubations respectively, with the range in thiosulfate concentration resulting from the volume change throughout the incubation. Sampling for aqueous components occurred at two timepoints, one initial timepoint was taken 15 hours (h) after inoculation, and another 11.6 days after inoculation (henceforth referred to as the 12 day timepoint).

**Hg Volatilization Measurements**

Hg volatilization rates were determined by pumping air into *T. thioparus* incubations at a rate of 1.60 ± 0.2 mL minute⁻¹, and then capturing volatile Hg in outflow using gold-coated
quartz sand traps. Incoming air was Hg-stripped using an upstream gold-coated sand trap and filtered through a 0.22 µm cellulose filter. Similarly, outflow was filtered upstream of the gold-coated quartz trap. The mass of Hg on traps was subsequently quantified by dual-stage gold amalgamation and the Tekran-2600 cold vapor atomic fluorescence spectrophotometer. Hg emissions from incubations were sampled in intervals of minutes to hours to collect a Hg mass within the instrument detection range. Hg volatilization rates was calculated by dividing the measured Hg mass by the sampling interval.

**Metacinnabar Specimens**

Natural metacinnabar specimens were obtained from the Harvard Museum of Natural History (HMNH) Mineralogical Collection (specimen #122749). The metacinnabar specimen was analyzed using XRF to confirm that the sample was composed predominantly of Hg and S. In line with a minor Fe XRF contribution, microscopy observations revealed minor pyrite inclusions within the mineral; iron is a common co-precipitate within metacinnabar and iron impurities are known to stabilize the metacinnabar structure in the ambient environment against ripening to cinnabar [11]. Metacinnabar obtained from the HMNH Mineralogical Collection was sieved (< 250 µm) prior to use in incubations. Surface area of processed minerals was determined using the BET Kr adsorption technique to be 0.1321 ± 0.0007 m² g⁻¹. A commercial metacinnabar was used for synthetic metacinnabar incubations (black HgS, Alfa Aesar). The surface area of this synthetic metacinnabar was similarly determined using the BET Kr adsorption technique to be 1.2804 ± 0.0045 m² g⁻¹. Specimens were analyzed using XRD (Scintag XDS2000) to confirm sample composition was predominantly metacinnabar for both the natural and synthetic specimens.
**Ion Chromatography**

Samples to be used for sulfate and thiosulfate quantification were filtered through a 0.22 µm cellulose filter and stored at -20°C until analysis. Sulfate and thiosulfate concentrations were quantified via suppressed anion chromatography with conductivity detection using a Dionex ICS-2000 (AS11 Column) with a KOH eluent generator. An eluent gradient method was employed (flow rate 1.5 mL min⁻¹): beginning for 8 min at 1 mM, followed by a linear ramp to 15 mM over 4 min, another linear ramp to 60 mM over 8 min, followed by a sustained 60 mM for 2 minutes, and 1 mM for 13 minutes. A blank was run between all samples and standards to prevent carryover between samples.

**Dissolved Hg Quantification**

Samples for total dissolved Hg analysis were filtered using a 0.22 µm cellulose filter or a 0.02 µm Anotop-10 alumina filter (Whatman). Filtered samples were oxidized with 1 % (v/v) bromine monochloride (BrCl) per EPA Method 1631. Samples for total dissolved Hg analysis were refrigerated between collection and analysis except during the BrCl oxidation step. Samples were analyzed on a DMA-80 direct Hg Analyzer (Milestone Inc.) by thermal decomposition of the sample, catalytic conversion to elemental Hg, amalgamation, and atomic absorption. Minutes prior to running samples on the DMA-80, 0.2% (v/v) hydroxylamine hydrochloride (HAH) was added to samples per EPA Method 1631. Calibration of the DMA-80 direct Hg analyzer was performed with a series of dissolved Hg(II) standards and the calibration was regularly verified using reference material from the Quebec National Institute for Public Health (INSPQ).
Interlaboratory Comparison Program for Metals in Biological Matrices. It was confirmed that the starting incubation medium, live inoculum, and killed inoculum were Hg-free, with Hg concentrations lower than the method detection limit of 3.8 nM Hg).

**Results**

*Thiosulfate Consumption*

Over the course of 12 days, 5 µmoles or 25 µmoles thiosulfate were added daily to low and high thiosulfate incubations respectively. Eleven thiosulfate spikes resulted in a total of 51 µmoles and 273 µmoles thiosulfate added to low and high thiosulfate incubations.

Thiosulfate is quickly oxidized in the presence of *T. thioparus* with concomitant sulfate production (**Figure 4.1**). Low and high thiosulfate spikes are consumed at a rate of 1.9 µM min⁻¹, with thiosulfate being mostly depleted within 1 and 5 hours for low and high spikes respectively (data not shown). Further, nearly all thiosulfate added to live incubations after 11 daily spikes is consumed. Thiosulfate present in all incubations at the 15 h time point (3 µM) is carryover from the inoculum as this measurement precedes the addition of any thiosulfate spikes. Low and high thiosulfate live incubations with 2000 ppm natural metacinnabar are hence replicates of each other at this 15 h time point. The thiosulfate remaining on day 12, approximately 20 hours following the previous thiosulfate spike is 5 µM for low thiosulfate incubations and 17 µM in high thiosulfate incubations, a trivial amount considering the daily spikes would have resulted in a thiosulfate concentrations of 1.3 and 6.4 mM at day 12 had it not been consumed (**Figure 4.1a**). No significant differences in thiosulfate consumption are observed in incubations with natural vs. synthetic metacinnabar. Further, differences in metacinnabar loading (1000 vs 2000 ppm) also do not appear to affect thiosulfate consumption.
Figure 4.1. Thiosulfate (a) and sulfate (b) concentrations in live incubations. Light grey and dark grey bars indicate measurements taken 15 hours and 12 days after inoculation respectively. Low spike and high spike labels refer to low and high thiosulfate incubations. 1000 ppm and 2000 ppm labels refer to the metacinnabar loading used in incubations. Nat HgS and Syn HgS labels refer to incubations conducted with natural and synthetic metacinnabar respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three replicate incubations.

On the other hand, little thiosulfate is consumed in killed incubations in the presence of both natural and synthetic metacinnabar (Figure 4.2a). The thiosulfate concentration measured at the end of the 12 day incubation in killed controls (~1.5 mM) is 100 µM lower than the expected thiosulfate concentration based on the daily thiosulfate additions and the thiosulfate carryover in the inoculum signaling that some dissolved thiosulfate is lost in these incubation (Figure 4.2a).
Figure 4.2. Thiosulfate (a) and sulfate (b) concentrations in killed incubations. Light grey and dark grey bars indicate measurements taken 15 hours and 12 days after inoculation respectively. Nat HgS and Syn HgS labels refer to incubations conducted with natural and synthetic metacinnabar respectively. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three replicate incubations.

Sulfate Production

In all live incubations, sulfate accumulates over the course of 12 days as a result of thiosulfate oxidation by *T. thioparus* (Figure 4.1b). No significant differences in sulfate production are observed in incubations with natural vs. synthetic metacinnabar. Further, differences in metacinnabar loading (1000 vs 2000 ppm) also do not appear to affect sulfate production.
production. As expected, high thiosulfate incubations produce more sulfate than low thiosulfate incubations. The expected sulfate concentration on day 12 in low thiosulfate incubations based on the daily thiosulfate additions, initial sulfate carryover from inoculation, and minor sulfate carryover in thiosulfate spikes, assuming all thiosulfate is converted to sulfate, is 3.173 mM (Supplementary Table S4.1). This expected sulfate concentration is slightly lower than the observed sulfate concentration at day 12 in low thiosulfate incubations, which ranges from 3.663 to 3.715 mM (Figure 4.1b). In the case of the high thiosulfate incubation, the expected dissolved sulfate concentration on day 12 of the incubation is 14.336 mM, which agrees with the observed sulfate concentration (Figure 4.1b).

On the other hand, sulfate concentrations in killed controls remain fairly constant through the 12 days of incubation with only a slight increase of 5 µM over the incubation period (Figure 4.2b). This slight increase in sulfate observed in killed controls with both natural and synthetic metacinnabar agrees with the sulfate that is added as a result of trace sulfate in thiosulfate spikes, and does not suggest metacinnabar dissolution in killed controls or conversion of the lost thiosulfate to sulfate. After 15 h of incubation, more sulfate is observed in incubations with natural metacinnabar than in those with synthetic metacinnabar, however we do not see greater dissolved Hg in the same incubations at this same time point (9 nM and 13 nM dissolved mercury for killed incubations with natural and synthetic metacinnabar respectively) (Figure 4.3). These results suggest that the initial enhanced sulfate release in natural metacinnabar is due to sorbed sulfate or sulfate impurities in the mineral rather than increased mineral dissolution.
Figure 4.3. Dissolved Hg concentrations in killed (a) and live (b) incubations. Grey and black bars indicate measurements taken 15 hours and 12 days after inoculation respectively. Nat HgS and Syn HgS labels refer to incubations conducted with natural and synthetic metacinnabar respectively. Solid bars represent samples filtered through a 0.2µm filter prior to quantification, while dotted bars represent samples filtered through a 0.02µm filter prior to quantification. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of three replicate incubations. The measurement taken at 12 days passing through a 0.2 µM filter contains only 2 replicates for the “High Spike” sample.

**Dissolved and Volatile Hg Production**

Dissolved Hg concentrations in killed controls increases from the first measurement taken 15 h after the start to the experiment (6-18 nM) to day 12 of the incubation, with similar trends observed for the two filtration methods used (Figure 4.3a). The increase in dissolved Hg is more pronounced for natural than for synthetic metacinnabar killed incubations. After 11 days, dissolved Hg in killed incubations with natural metacinnabar is ~7x higher than it is in incubations with synthetic metacinnabar. This agrees with slightly greater rates of volatilization coming from natural metacinnabar as compared to synthetic metacinnabar killed controls during all but one measurement where significant differences were observed between the two treatments (Table 4.1, Figure 4.4).

In live incubations, however, dissolved Hg decreases over time (Figure 4.3b). 15 h after
Table 4.1. Gaseous Hg emission rates from live and killed *T. Thioparus* incubations. Average Hg(0) emission rate from replicate incubations of natural and synthetic metacinnabar in the presence of live and killed *T. Thioparus*. All incubations shown had a mineral loading of 2000 ppm HgS, and a low thiosulfate spike was added daily. Error represents the standard deviation in measurements from two to three replicate incubations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling period relative to spike</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Natural HgS</th>
<th>Synthetic HgS</th>
<th>Natural HgS</th>
<th>Synthetic HgS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Avg Hg&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt; (ng/day)</td>
<td>Avg Hg&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt; (ng/day)</td>
<td>Avg Hg&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt; (ng/day)</td>
<td>Avg Hg&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt; (ng/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h - 2.25h</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3237 ± 2819</td>
<td>105 ± 64</td>
<td>232 ± 95</td>
<td>1452 ± 452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h - 2.25h</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>353 ± 238</td>
<td>119 ± 71</td>
<td>286 ± 279</td>
<td>150 ± 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5h - 9h</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>117 ± 97</td>
<td>119 ± 71</td>
<td>84 ± 10</td>
<td>81 ± 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h - 3h</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>224 ± 220</td>
<td>268 ± 346</td>
<td>92 ± 31</td>
<td>39 ± 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h - 3.5h</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>242 ± 276</td>
<td>381 ± 348</td>
<td>61 ± 14</td>
<td>38 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15h - 16h</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>70 ± 33</td>
<td>62 ± 26</td>
<td>96 ± 14</td>
<td>46 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h - 2.25h</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>109 ± 14</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>109 ± 14</td>
<td>316 ± 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h - 4h</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>204 ± 48</td>
<td>1104 ± 771</td>
<td>103 ± 6</td>
<td>205 ± 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0h - 4h</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>134 ± 51</td>
<td>956 ± 1161</td>
<td>124 ± 89</td>
<td>759 ± 794</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.4. Average gaseous Hg emission rates within incubations containing killed cells and natural metacinnabar (black dotted bars), killed cells and synthetic metacinnabar (grey dotted bars), live cells and natural metacinnabar (black bars), live cells and synthetic metacinnabar (grey bars). Metacinnabar loading was the same for all incubations shown (2000 ppm) and a low thiosulfate spike was added daily. Hg emission rates are presented as ng Hg per liter of culture volume per day. Emission rates displayed on each panel were taken during 4 different days at various time periods relative to the thiosulfate spike: (a) Day 6, 0 - 2.25 h following the spike; (b) Day 9, 0 - 4 h following the spike, (c) Day 2, 8.5 – 9 h following the spike; and (d) Day 4, 15-16 h following the spike. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of measurements taken from three replicate incubations.
inoculation Hg concentrations in live incubations range from 3-22 nM, and decrease to 0-1 nM (with a method detection limit of 3.8 nM) after 12 days of incubation. No significant differences in dissolved Hg concentrations are observed between low thiosulfate incubations with natural and synthetic metacinnabar. Similarly, loading 1000 ppm vs. 2000 ppm natural metacinnabar in low thiosulfate incubations does not have a measurable effect on dissolved Hg concentrations. Low and high spikes of thiosulfate in 2000 ppm natural metacinnabar incubations also do not appear to have an effect on dissolved Hg concentrations after 12 days of incubation. The large error bars associated with the dissolved Hg measurements taken 15 h into the experiment obscure any potential differences in the treatments at this time point. The large variability among biological replicates at this time likely results from cells within the replicate incubations being at different metabolic growth stages, with some live incubations exhibiting more activity while others are more latent.

Though dissolved Hg in killed incubations is higher than it is in live incubations, there is an increase in Hg volatilization in live incubations immediately following the thiosulfate spike (Figure 4.4). Over the course of the next few hours, volatilization from live incubations decreases until the volatilization rates from live and killed incubations are not significantly different 8 h or 16 h beyond the thiosulfate spike (Figure 4.4). Average Hg volatilization rates for live cells in the presence of natural metacinnabar and daily spikes of ~125 µM thiosulfate range from 132 to 353 ng Hg day$^{-1}$ L$^{-1}$ within the 4 hours following a spike, and decrease beyond 8 hours following a spike to 70-117 ng Hg day$^{-1}$ L$^{-1}$ (Table 4.1). The exception was a measurement taken 2 hours following the first thiosulfate spike where volatilization was measured at 3237 ng Hg day$^{-1}$ L$^{-1}$. Similarly, Hg volatilization rates for live cells in the presence of synthetic metacinnabar and daily spikes of ~125 µM thiosulfate found in this study range from
105 to 1104 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\) within the 4 hours following a spike, and 61-119 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\) Hg beyond the 8 hours following a spike (Table 4.1). These rates agree well with those obtained in our previous study, where average volatilization rates for live cell experiments in the presence of natural metacinnabar and a starting thiosulfate concentration of ~40 µM generally range from 132 to 294 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\), with the exception of one measurement which peaks at 551 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\) three days following inoculation.

Abiotic Hg emission rates from autoclave killed cells in the presence of natural metacinnabar and daily spikes of ~125 µM thiosulfate range from 60 to 286 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\) (Table 4.1), and are similar to those in the presence of synthetic metacinnabar which range from 34 to 150 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\), with the exception of day 1 of the experiment when the measured volatilization rate from synthetic metacinnabar killed incubations are 1452 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\). These abiotic Hg emission rates agree well with volatilization rates previously measured for formaldehyde killed cells in the presence of natural metacinnabar and a starting thiosulfate concentration of ~300 µM thiosulfate which range from 44 to 117 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\).

**Discussion**

This study probes the effects of mineral size/structure, mineral loading, and thiosulfate concentration on metacinnabar dissolution and subsequent Hg volatilization in the presence of *Thiobacillus thioparus*. We have previously shown that the abundant and widespread sulfur-oxidizing bacterium *T. thioparus* can extensively colonize natural metacinnabar within aerobic, near neutral pH creek sediments (Chapter 2). In lab incubations initiated with thiosulfate concentrations 0 - 60 µM, *T. thioparus* induces the release and volatilization of natural metacinnabar-hosted Hg (Chapter 3). Thiosulfate is a substrate for *T. thioparus* and a major
intermediate sulfur species in environmental systems. The extent of Hg volatilization was enhanced by the presence of thiosulfate (Chapter 3). As thiosulfate within natural systems is produced at substantial fluxes, leading to a standing pool of thiosulfate [5-9], metacinnabar and other metal-bearing sulfides will be continuously exposed to this complexing ligand. Further, continuous release of thiosulfate will provide sulfur-oxidizing organisms a more easily metabolized substrate potentially precluding their utilization of metacinnabar-bound sulfur. In this study, we tested the effect of successive daily thiosulfate additions, mimicking more continuous thiosulfate fluxes in the environment, on the release of soluble Hg(II) and volatile Hg(0) from metacinnabar incubated with live and killed T. thioparus cultures. Further, the composition and size of metacinnabar greatly varies within natural systems. Here, we compare a natural and synthetic metacinnabar phase to identify the role of mineral size, crystallinity and metal impurities on microbially induced metacinnabar dissolution.

**Sulfur Dynamics**

Daily thiosulfate spikes are quickly oxidized to sulfate in the presence of live T. thioparus with concomitant sulfate production. Over the 12 day incubation period, no significant differences in thiosulfate consumption and sulfate production are observed in incubations with natural vs. synthetic metacinnabar. Differences in metacinnabar loading (1000 vs 2000 ppm) also do not appear to affect thiosulfate consumption or sulfate production. Sulfate production has been previously used as a proxy for metacinnabar dissolution, and differences in sulfate production from the various incubation treatments would suggest differential metacinnabar dissolution under the various conditions [12, 13]. The lack of observed differences in sulfate production from the various treatments suggests that either there were no differences in the
degree of mineral dissolution from the treatments or this quantification method was not sensitive enough to detect differences in sulfate production.

Excess sulfate produced in live incubations cannot be definitively apportioned to elemental sulfur, metacinnabar oxidation, or release of sorbed sulfate. In all live low thiosulfate treatments, the observed sulfate concentration at day 12 is slightly higher (490 - 540 µM) than that expected from the thiosulfate additions and thiosulfate carryover from the inoculum (Figure 4.1b). This excess sulfate may be due to the oxidation of elemental sulfur carryover from the inoculum, release of sorbed sulfate from the metacinnabar surface and/or sulfate production from metacinnabar dissolution. We have observed sulfate production from metacinnabar dissolution in the presence of T. thioparus in a previous study (Chapter 3), however in this case it is difficult to apportion the sources of this excess sulfate. In the case of the high thiosulfate incubation, the expected dissolved sulfate concentration on day 12 of the incubation agrees with the observed sulfate concentration (Figure 4.1b).

Thiosulfate consumption in killed incubations likely results from anion sorption onto the mineral surface. The consumption of thiosulfate in killed incubations with natural and synthetic metacinnabar over the 12 day period is slight (~100 µM) though significant (Figure 4.2a). The lower than expected thiosulfate concentration in killed incubations, with no corresponding sulfate production (Figure 4.2b) suggests sorption of thiosulfate onto the mineral surface. In a parallel purely abiotic study, we saw a similar decrease in dissolved thiosulfate concentration over time in the presence of synthetic metacinnabar (Supplementary Figure S4.1).
Release of Aqueous Hg

Dissolved Hg in killed incubations with natural and synthetic metacinnabar increases over the course of the experiment. We have previously shown that in the absence of microbial activity (e.g., killed cells), aqueous Hg(II) levels increase with increasing initial thiosulfate concentration, indicating that thiosulfate, a strong Hg-binding ligand, abiotically stimulates metacinnabar dissolution (Chapter 3). We also found that after an initial thiosulfate addition on day 0 of the experiment, dissolved Hg concentration continue to increase for at least 22 days following the thiosulfate addition (Chapter 3). Differently from our previous study, rather than adding the thiosulfate all at once at the start of the experiment, here we added the thiosulfate to killed incubations in small (~125 µM) daily spikes throughout the course of the experiment. Similar to our previous findings, here we see a rise in dissolved Hg concentrations in the period 15 hours following the start of the experiment to day 12 of the incubation. The increase in dissolved Hg is more pronounced for natural than for synthetic metacinnabar killed incubations, with dissolved Hg concentrations in natural metacinnabar incubations being ~7x higher than it is in incubations with synthetic metacinnabar. This suggests that either more Hg is released from natural metacinnabar than from synthetic or that the greater surface area of synthetic metacinnabar, which was 10x that of natural metacinnabar, allows for more of the dissolved Hg to sorb back on to the mineral surface. Further, the fact that filtering aliquots for dissolved Hg measurements with 0.02 µm filters yields concentrations that are the same or higher than those obtained with the 0.2 µm filters, suggests that released Hg from metacinnabar is in fact dissolved Hg rather than nanoparticulate. The lower dissolved Hg concentrations obtained by filtering with the 0.2 µm filters suggest that some fraction of Hg may be sorbing onto these cellulose filters. Regardless of the filtration method used, dissolved Hg in killed incubations with both natural and
synthetic metacinnabar increases with time. This further validates our previous finding that thiosulfate enhances natural metacinnabar dissolution, and suggests that synthetic metacinnabar dissolution is similarly enhanced.

Making daily thiosulfate additions (i.e., creating a thiosulfate flux) has an enhancing effect on abiotic dissolved Hg release from metacinnabar as compared to adding all the thiosulfate at once. In this experiment, natural metacinnabar killed incubations yielded 240 nM dissolved Hg after 12 days when a total of 1.562 mM thiosulfate had been added. Based on our previous study (Chapter 3), adding this amount of thiosulfate all at once at the start of the experiment would have yielded only between 116 and 137 nM dissolved Hg after 12 days of incubations (Supplementary Calculation S4.1). Therefore slowly fluxing in the thiosulfate has a 2x enhancing effect on dissolved Hg release from natural metacinnabar. The reason for this enhancement in metacinnabar dissolution from slowly fluxing in the thiosulfate might be related to the percentage of thiosulfate that sorbs onto the mineral surface versus that which complexes Hg and enhances dissolution. As these thiosulfate concentrations are characteristic of many metal sulfide rich environments, thiosulfate may have a substantial influence on metal sulfide dissolution and as in this case, release of mineral-bound metals.

Dissolved Hg in live incubations decreases over time presumably due to the volatilization of dissolved Hg by T. thioparus. Many sulfur-oxidizing organisms possess the enzyme mercuric reductase, MerA, which reduces Hg(II) to Hg(II) [14, 15]. Our previous work has shown that this T. thioparus strain possesses the merA gene and hence the genetic potential to reduce Hg(II) as observed in our incubations here (Chapter 3). Fifteen hours after the inoculation, cellular metabolism is likely not active enough to volatilize surrounding dissolved Hg explaining why dissolved Hg concentrations in live and killed incubations are not significantly different initially.
Hg Volatilization

Hg volatilization measurements show a large variance between replicates for both live and killed incubations. No significant difference between abiotic volatilization from natural metacinnabar and synthetic metacinnabar could be quantified on most time points (Figure 4.4, Table 4.1). During time points when a significant difference could be discerned, higher Hg volatilization rates were observed for natural metacinnabar, with the exception of a measurement taken on Day 1 when Hg volatilization rates from synthetic metacinnabar were approximately 10x higher than those observed at any other time during the experiment (Table 4.1). A slightly higher volatilization from natural metacinnabar might be explained by reduced iron impurities in natural metacinnabar. These iron impurities might enhance mineral dissolution, and Fe(II) might also cause abiotic reduction of the released Hg(II). Abiotic Hg(II) reduction by Fe(II) has been shown previously [16, 17]. An alternative explanation is that as a result of the larger surface area per unit mass in synthetic metacinnabar, Hg released from synthetic metacinnabar is more likely to sorb back onto the mineral surface itself making less dissolved Hg available for abiotic volatilization. The reason for the higher degree of abiotic volatilization in natural metacinnabar incubations might be a combination of these mechanisms, and future targeted investigations should be conducted to elucidate the mechanisms at work.

Further, the reason for the greatly enhanced release of volatile Hg from abiotic synthetic metacinnabar incubations on Day 1 of the experiment, with slightly enhanced release from natural metacinnabar on some subsequent days, and similar release on other days is likely a complex one. Abiotic Hg(II) reduction by Fe cannot be invoked as a potential explanation for the quick release of Hg in killed incubations in Day 1 of the experiment, as XRF measurements
confirmed that any potential Fe impurities in this synthetic mineral were below the instrument limit of detection (0.24% by mass). However, perhaps Fe impurities found at concentrations lower than the instrument limit of detection would have been sufficient to cause abiotic Hg reduction, and the 10x greater surface area of synthetic metacinnabar would have provided a higher number of available reaction sites leading to this quick spurt of volatile mercury release. The information collected in this study is not sufficient to ascertain the reasons for the abiotic volatilization patterns observed in natural and synthetic metacinnabar; future investigations looking at the kinetics of abiotic volatile Hg release from natural and synthetic metacinnabar should be conducted.

Despite the variability in Hg emission rates, abiotic Hg emissions measured from autoclave killed cells in the presence of natural and synthetic metacinnabar and daily spikes of ~125 μM thiosulfate agree well with previously measured volatilization rates for formaldehyde killed cells in the presence of natural metacinnabar and a starting thiosulfate concentration of ~300 μM thiosulfate (Table 4.1, Chapter 3). This suggests that abiotic Hg volatilization rates observed in autoclave killed cell incubations and formaldehyde killed incubations are similar. Additionally, the differences in the concentration and timing of thiosulfate additions appear to have little measurable effect on abiotic volatilization rates from natural metacinnabar.

**Thiosulfate-induced Dissolution Dynamics**

Release of volatile Hg from live incubations occurs rapidly within the first few hours following the thiosulfate spike, with decreasing volatilization after thiosulfate is consumed (Figure 4.4). The fact that when thiosulfate is fluxed daily, release of volatile Hg from live incubations occurs rapidly within the first few hours following the spike, suggests thiosulfate
stimulates release of Hg from metacinnabar and/or stimulates cell activity and hence activity of the *mer* operon. Once thiosulfate concentrations decrease, Hg volatilization also decreases. Though the average Hg volatilization rates for live cells in the presence of natural and synthetic metacinnabar observed in this study agree well with those measured in our previous study for live cell experiments in the presence of natural metacinnabar and a starting thiosulfate concentration of ~40 µM, the timing of the volatile Hg release is significantly different. We had previously observed that after making only one thiosulfate addition to incubations (the thiosulfate present in the inoculum carryover), live incubations continue to emit more volatile Hg than killed incubations even 30 days after inoculation. In the current study however we observe an increase in Hg volatilization in live incubations immediately following the thiosulfate spike, and a decrease in volatilization over the next few hours until the volatilization rates from live and killed incubations are not significantly different 8 h or 16 h beyond the spike (*Figure 4.4*). This suggests there are two different cellular metabolisms under these two scenarios. When thiosulfate is fluxed in daily, the cells consume predominantly thiosulfate, with their metabolism slowing down after the thiosulfate is consumed, hence a decrease in volatilization. When thiosulfate is not added daily, the cells must switch to other reduced sulfur sources such as HgS as a substrate for metabolism. These differences in cellular metabolism given the availability of reduced sulfur substrates are intriguing and highlight a high degree of temporal and spatial complexity at the mineral-microbe interface. Future exploration of substrate competition in microbial metabolism and metacinnabar dissolution is warranted.
Implications

Other researches have observed Hg volatilization from microbial cultures in the presence of HgS. A Hg-resistant *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans* bacterium has been previously implicated in inducing volatilization of cinnabar-hosted Hg [18]. *A. ferrooxidans* was incubated in shake flasks in the presence of cinnabar with observed Hg volatilization rates of 892 ng Hg day\(^{-1}\) L\(^{-1}\) culture, and no dissolved Hg detected. This volatilization rate is within the range of rates observed in this study in the presence of natural and synthetic metacinnabar, though it is 4-5 times higher than the rates observed during most days. It is problematic to directly compare *A. ferrooxidans* volatilization rates to those obtained in the present study due to the number of variables that are different between the two experimental setups. The Baldi and Olson (1987) study was performed with cinnabar rather than metacinnabar, and it was conducted in acidic conditions where cinnabar is more prone to dissolution. Further, experiments were inoculated with a cell concentration of 10\(^{8}\) cells mL\(^{-1}\) which is two orders of magnitude higher than inoculation cell densities used in our study. Based on these factors, we would expect the volatilization rates observed with *A. ferrooxidans* to be significantly higher than those we observed in the present study.

Mine tailing-derived microbial cultures dominated by iron- and sulfur-oxidizing bacteria can also enhance HgS dissolution under acidic pH conditions [19]. Incubating an AMD microbial community with metacinnabar resulted in dissolved Hg concentrations up to 2000 nM Hg over a 30-day incubation period, whereas dissolved Hg concentrations in abiotic controls did not exceed 0.5 nM which was the Hg concentration of the acid mine drainage water used as experimental medium. Although volatile Hg was not quantified from the mine tailing-derived microbial cultures, it is evident that a different mechanism for microbial enhancement of
metacinnabar dissolution is at play here: one that induces the release of aqueous Hg in the presence of microorganisms, while not promoting volatilization in quantities that preclude dissolved Hg accumulation in the medium.

The fact that microbially enhanced HgS dissolution can result in high dissolved Hg concentrations and/or volatile Hg production, and the difficulties in comparing Hg volatilization rates from the *A. ferrooxidans* study and ours highlights the fact that volatilization of HgS-hosted Hg is a complex process involving various competing and synergistic mechanisms. A deeper mechanistic understanding of the individual underpinning processes is needed to understand the true mobility of Hg hosted in this dominant Hg reservoir. Here, we see that a combination of factors are involved in the dissolution of metacinnabar, including thiosulfate flux and mineralogical structure. While synthetic metacinnabar has a higher surface area and thus theoretically higher solubility, enhanced abiotic dissolution of natural metacinnabar here points to more complex controls on metacinnabar dissolution and likely highlights the importance of impurities such as iron. Further, modulation of microbial activity at the mineral surface stimulated by the availability of soluble and alterative electron donors will control the release and volatilization of Hg. Thus, understanding the risk posed by HgS in the environment requires further future targeted investigations to elucidate the range of microbial and geochemical variables dictating the dissolution and volatilization of HgS-hosted Hg.
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APPENDIX A

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2
**Supplementary Table S2.1.** Dominant genera in EFPC sediments. The top 3 genera identified in each sediment sample taken at nearby EFPC locations are listed. Percentages indicate the percent abundance of each genus relative to the total number of classifiable reads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creek Bank</th>
<th>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis</th>
<th>October 2007</th>
<th>November 2007</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EFK 13 Creek Channel</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>Gp6 51%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfurathea</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis 8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp6</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>Novosphingcbium 7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFK 23 Creek Bank</td>
<td>Bacillariophyta 18%</td>
<td>Gp6 25%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis 27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luteolibacter</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>Luteolibacter 5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creek Channel</td>
<td>Bacillariophyta</td>
<td>Gp6</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp6</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>Gp4 7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subdivision3_genera_incertae_sedis</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>Gp17 12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gp6</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3
**Supplementary Figure S3.1.** Sulfur (S) K-edge XANES spectra of bulk S speciation within *Thiobacillus* (T) incubations either in the presence or absence of metacinnabar. In the absence of metacinnabar (T -HgS), the dominant S speciation is elemental sulfur ($S^0$) and sulfate ($SO_4$), illustrating these two species as the byproduct of thiosulfate oxidation by *Thiobacillus*. The spectrum is difficult to deconstruct, however, in the presence of the high sulfide signature in the spectrum. Nevertheless, a shift in the white line energy to high oxidation states coincides with the presence of elemental S in these incubations as well (T +HgS). Standard spectra are also provided for reference (dotted lines).
**Supplementary Figure S3.2.** Aqueous sulfate concentrations within *Thiobacillus* incubations initiated with zero added thiosulfate. In all cultures, elemental S is present within the inoculum, with the concentration equivalent between all samples. In the absence of metacinnabar (-HgS), sulfate production is formed solely via oxidation of this transferred S(0). In the presence of metacinnabar (+HgS), sulfate produced via bacterial oxidation of metacinnabar-derived sulfide is that in excess of the amount produced in the absence of metacinnabar (~100 µM) and the amount produced in the presence of metacinnabar (+HgS) and killed cells (~50 µM) (see Supplementary Table S3.1). The standard deviation of biological triplicates is indicated.
Supplementary Figure S3.3. Aqueous Hg concentrations in incubations. (a) Aqueous Hg concentrations (nM) in incubations containing various concentrations of thiosulfate after 10 days of reaction. The conditions included (black bars) live cells, no metacinnabar; (gray bars) live cells plus metacinnabar, and (white bars) killed cells plus metacinnabar. The inset shows data up to 5 nM Hg to illustrate the differences in the live incubations that are masked in the full range due to the high Hg in the presence of 20 mM thiosulfate in the killed cell incubations. (b) Aqueous Hg concentrations (nM) over time as a function of thiosulfate concentration within incubations containing killed cells and metacinnabar. The solid lines were conducted in a basal freshwater medium containing EDTA, while the dashed lines contained no EDTA. The standard deviation of two method replicates is indicated.
Supplementary Figure S3.4. Neighbor-joining tree showing the phylogenetic relationship between the translated *Thiobacillus thioparus* ATCC 8158 MerA sequence and other prokaryotic MerA sequences obtained from Chadhain *et al.* 2006 [1] and Genbank [2]. Bootstrap values are shown at each branch point. The bar represents 0.1 amino acid substitutions per site. For Genbank sequences, NCBI accession numbers are indicated in parentheses. Archaeal MerA of *Sulfolobus solfataricus* served as an out group. MerA protein sequences were aligned in ClustalX v. 2.1 and the tree created and drawn in Geneious v. 7.0.6 by Biomatters.
Supplementary Figure S3.5. Bacterial cell counts (cells mL\(^{-1}\)) in incubations within the initial inoculum (t=0) and over time, illustrating growth under two initial thiosulfate concentrations and higher cell counts obtained in the presence of higher initial thiosulfate concentrations. The standard deviation of biological triplicates (40 µM) and duplicates (20 mM) is indicated; no standard deviation is shown for the 40 µM inoculum.
Supplementary Figure S3.6. Cell normalized Hg volatilization rates within *Thiobacillus* incubations (+HgS) initiated with 40 µM and 20 mM thiosulfate. Gaseous Hg emission rates collected on the day indicated are divided by the number of cells present at that timepoint and presented as ng Hg\(^0\) per day per cell. Most of the initial thiosulfate had been consumed at these timepoints (concentration remaining 0 – 5 µM), and the cell normalized Hg volatilization rate is similar for initial thiosulfate concentrations shown here. The standard deviation of biological triplicates (40 µM thiosulfate) and duplicates (20 mM thiosulfate) is indicated.
Supplementary Table S3.1. Microbial contribution to metacinnabar dissolution and microbially mediated dissolution rates. The microbial contribution to metacinnabar dissolution observed in our incubations was calculated using sulfate production as a proxy for metacinnabar dissolution as has been reported previously [3, 4] using the following equation:

\[ M_x = (H_x - N_x) - (A_x - C_0), \]

where \( M_x \) is the microbial contribution to sulfate production \( x \) days after inoculation, \( H_x \) is the sulfate produced in live *Thiobacillus* incubations in the presence of metacinnabar (+HgS), \( N_x \) is sulfate produced in live *Thiobacillus* incubations in the absence of metacinnabar (–HgS), \( A_x \) is sulfate produced in killed cell incubations in the presence of metacinnabar (+HgS), and \( C_0 \) is the initial sulfate concentration (t = 0) in live *Thiobacillus* incubations in the absence of metacinnabar (–HgS). The term \( N_x \) represents sulfate production attributed to thiosulfate and elemental sulfur oxidation, as well as carryover sulfate from the inoculum, and \( (H_x - N_x) \) represents sulfate release from metacinnabar from biotic and abiotic processes. The term \( (A_x - C_0) \) represents abiotic oxidative dissolution and release of any sulfate bound to the metacinnabar.
surface, with $C_0$ representing carryover sulfate from the inoculum. $M_s$, $H_s$, $N_s$, $A_s$, and $C_0$ are reported in $\mu$M. Microbially mediated metacinnabar dissolution rates ($R$) are calculated by taking into account mineral loading (2 g metacinnabar L$^{-1}$ incubation) and surface area (0.1321 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$) and are presented as $\mu$moles (sulfate) m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$. Reported rates of abiotic metacinnabar dissolution under oxidative conditions using sulfate production as a proxy vary from $3.15 \times 10^{-2}$ to 1.90 $\mu$mol (sulfate) m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$ [3, 4].
We extrapolated Hg volatilization rates from metacinnabar assuming bacterial cell density for Hg-contaminated wet soils [5], and a typical wet soil density of 1.5 g/cm³. We assume a percentage of the bacterial community is Hg resistant based on resistance observed in Hg-contaminated environments [6]. We assume all resistance to result in Hg-volatilization. To constrain our estimate, we take only the top 2 cm of soil into account, where emitted Hg⁰ might be expected to diffuse into the atmosphere [7] and conditions might be expected to be aerobic.

Three extrapolations were performed: 1) a lower bound, 2) an upper bound, and 3) a reasonable estimate taking into account low end, high end, and a reasonable estimation of each assumed parameter, respectively. Three cell normalized Hg-volatilization rates were used as observed in

### Supplementary Table S3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Reasonable Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil Cell Density (cells/g)³</td>
<td>6.75E+07</td>
<td>3.62E+09</td>
<td>1.00E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg resistance (% of total bacterial population)²</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>24.60%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Mercury Release Rate (u moles Hg m⁻² yr⁻¹) c</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Global Mercury Release Rate (M moles Hg yr⁻¹) d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Reasonable Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil Cell Density (cells/g)³</td>
<td>6.75E+07</td>
<td>3.62E+09</td>
<td>1.00E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg resistance (% of total bacterial population)²</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>24.60%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Mercury Release Rate (u moles Hg m⁻² yr⁻¹) c</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>2674</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Global Mercury Release Rate (M moles Hg yr⁻¹) d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Lower Bound</th>
<th>Upper Bound</th>
<th>Reasonable Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soil Cell Density (cells/g)³</td>
<td>6.75E+07</td>
<td>3.62E+09</td>
<td>1.00E+08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hg resistance (% of total bacterial population)²</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>24.60%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Mercury Release Rate (u moles Hg m⁻² yr⁻¹) c</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3306</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected Global Mercury Release Rate (M moles Hg yr⁻¹) d</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


²Vishnivetskaya et al., 2011

³Crespo-Medina et al., 2009

⁴projected for top 2 cm of soil

⁵projected including a global wetland area of 6.3x10¹¹ m²
our study within lab incubations after (a) 19 days with an initial thiosulfate concentration of 20 µM (41 ag cell\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)), (b) 11 days with an initial thiosulfate concentration of 40 µM (55 ag cell\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)), and (c) 30 days with an initial thiosulfate concentration of 40 µM (68 ag cell\(^{-1}\) d\(^{-1}\)). This exercise results in a *Projected Mercury Release Rate* (Mmoles Hg m\(^{-2}\) yr\(^{-1}\)).

Using the “reasonable estimates”, we show further predicted global emissions for the extrapolated land area normalized volatilization rate. Here we take into account the global wetland area only, which is projected as 6.3 x 10\(^{11}\) m\(^2\) [8].
**Chemical and physical parameters of the East Fork Poplar Creek channel pore waters at EFK 22 October 2010**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>7.6</th>
<th>15.2</th>
<th>22.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature (°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (μS/cm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>354</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORP (mV)</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>39.9 ± 1.2</td>
<td>40.7 ± 1.2</td>
<td>32.1 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mg (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12.4 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12.6 ± 1.1</td>
<td>14.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.2 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.1</td>
<td>5.7 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved Hg (ng/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>19.05 ± 4.8</td>
<td>12.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>12.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₄⁺ (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>26.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRP (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>37.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>46.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>30.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfide (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₃⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO₄²⁻ (mg/L)</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td>36.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>36.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>31.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supplementary Table S3.3.** Chemical and physical parameters of the East Fork Poplar Creek channel pore waters at EFK 22 October 2010. ND denotes values below instrument detection limit. Uncertainty in the measurement is reported as ± 1 standard error.
Supplementary Methods

**Metacinnabar Specimen**

The metacinnabar specimen was analyzed using XRF to confirm that the sample was composed predominantly of Hg and S. In line with a minor Fe XRF contribution, microscopy observations revealed minor pyrite inclusions within the mineral; iron is a common co-precipitate within metacinnabar in the ambient environment.

**In-Situ Incubations Sample Preservation**

Mineral sections were incubated in the center of the East Fork Poplar Creek (EFPC) at N 36° 00.101’, W 084° 15.011’, ± 18 ft. Mineral sections were mounted on glass slides (2 cm by 2.5 cm), which were then secured into precut holes on a polycarbonate sampler, and covered in mesh to prevent large organisms from interfering with the slabs. This sampler was inserted directly into the EFPC sediments. Once retrieved from the creek, mineral samplers were transported on ice to our laboratory where they were preserved within 24 hours. Mineral slabs used for DNA extraction and sequencing were stored aseptically at -80°C. Mineral slabs for thin sections were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed twice in PBS solution, and stored at -20°C in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of PBS and 96% ethanol until further processing.

**Molecular Methods**

Field-incubated minerals were aseptically crushed and DNA was extracted using the Ultraclean soil DNA kit (Mo Bio Laboratories) using the maximum yield protocol with the
following modifications. After minerals were added to the bead solution tubes, tubes were
sonicated for 5 minutes. Following addition of IRS solution, tubes were incubated at 70°C for 10
minutes, and 200 µg of polyadenylic acid was added [9, 10], followed by vortexing at maximum
speed for 15 minutes. The 16S rRNA region of environmental DNA was amplified using the 8F
and 1492R primer set and conditions used previously [11] in triplicate or quadruplicate to yield
sufficient DNA for pyrosequencing. Amplification products were purified using the QIAquick
nucleotide removal kit (Qiagen). Bacterial tag-encoded pyrosequencing (bTEFAP) was
conducted by the Research and Testing Laboratory, Lubbock, TX using the GS FLX Titanium
sequencing platform (Roche Applied Science). Primers 28F (5′GAGTTTGATCNTGGCTCAG)
and 519r (5′GTNTTACNGCGGCKGCTG) were used to sequence variable regions V1-V3 of the
16S rRNA gene.

Sequence Processing

Pyrosequencing reads were denoised using AmpliconNoise, and chimeras were removed
using Perseus [12]. Resulting sample reads were all longer than 150 bp, had a quality score
greater than 20, and no ambiguous reads, therefore no further quality filtering was needed.
Sample reads were aligned and clustered using the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP)
Pyrosequencing Pipeline [13]. Bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences were classified using a naïve
Bayesian rRNA classifier, version 2.0, with a bootstrap cutoff of 80% [14].
**merA Gene Amplification and Sequencing**

Genomic DNA from *T. thioparus* pure cultures was extracted using the Ultraclean soil DNA kit (Mo Bio Laboratories). A 285 bp fragment at the 3’ end of *merA* was amplified using PCR primers A1s-n.F and A5-n.R following previously reported amplification conditions [1]. Gel electrophoresis was used for size separation of the PCR products, and the expected 285 bp *merA* amplification product was confirmed. The gel purified (QIAquick gel extraction kit, Qiagen) 285 bp amplification product was concentrated (DNA Clean & Concentrator-5, Zymo Research), cloned (StrataClone PCR Cloning Kits, Agilent Technologies) and sequenced. The partial *merA* sequence of *T. thioparus* was closest in sequence similarity to that of *Thiobacillus denitrificans* ATCC 25259 (Genbank accession number CP001116). The *T. Thioparus* partial *merA* sequence was translated into a MerA protein sequence (Geneious v. 7.0.6 by Biomatters), and aligned with other published MerA sequences [1] as well as that of *Thiobacillus denitrificans* ATCC 25259 using ClustalX v. 2.1. A neighbor-joining tree showing the phylogenetic relationship between MerA sequences was created using Geneious v. 7.0.6 by Biomatters.

**X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy**

Fixed field-incubated metacinnabar slabs were air dried and embedded in EpoHeat Epoxy (Buehler). Cross sections (~500 µm) of the embedded minerals were obtained using a diamond saw, subsequently attached to a high-purity fused quartz slide using Hillquist Thin Section Epoxy A-B (Hillquist), and filed and polished down to 50-100 µm thickness using a microtome and 1000 grit silicon carbide paper (Buehler).

Spatially-resolved (µ-scale) X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy were conducted by collecting spectra at select points of interest or defining and
rastering a defined region. Synchrotron-based µ-XRF on beamline 14-3 at SSRL was used to map the Hg (M-edge) and S (K-edge) spatial distribution within the mineral matrix and oxidation rind. The beam size on the sample was approximately 2 x 2 µm and total Hg and S distributions were collected at 2495 eV. Maps were also collected at several discrete incident energies (2470.7, 2473, 2473.7, 2478.5, 2481.3, and 2483 eV) in continuous raster scanning mode in order to collect the fluorescence at several distinguishing points within the S absorption edge. X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra were collected at spots of interest to confirm the oxidation state at discrete locations. Fluorescence maps and XANES spectra were analyzed using the MicroAnalysis Toolkit [15] and SIXPACK [16], respectively.

For bulk S solid-phase speciation, dried samples were mounted onto S-free Lexan. S XANES spectra were collected within a He-purged sample chamber under a continuous He flow with a Lytle detector at beamline 4-3. The spectra were calibrated with a thiosulfate standard. Samples were run in a He-purged anaerobic bag surrounding the sample holder chamber within the beamline hutch. XAS scans were averaged, background-subtracted, normalized, and deglitched if necessary using SIXPACK [16]. The lineshapes (peak position and peak shape) of the XANES spectra were used to compare the relative proportions of different sulfur species within the sample.

**Pure Culture Incubations**

Basal freshwater medium containing EDTA was used only for one sample series of aqueous Hg measurements as a function of thiosulfate concentration within incubations containing killed cells and metacinnabar (Figure S3 B). All other experiments are conducted in the absence of EDTA. Basal freshwater medium containing EDTA was identical to the basal
freshwater medium described with the exception that Trace Element Solution was prepared following the T2 Medium for *Thiobacillus* Trace Metals solution [17] using Na$_2$MoO$_4$ instead of (NH$_4$)$_2$MoO$_4$. This Trace Element Solution contained 5% (w/w) EDTA resulting in 0.005% EDTA in the final medium.

**Ion Chromatography**

An eluent gradient method was employed (flow rate 1.5 mL min$^{-1}$): beginning for 8 min at 1 mM, followed by a linear ramp to 15 mM over 4 min, another linear ramp to 60 mM over 8 min, followed by a sustained 60 mM for 2 minutes, and 1mM for 13 minutes. A blank was run between all samples and standards to prevent carryover between samples.

**Dissolved Hg Quantification**

Samples for total dissolved Hg analysis were oxidized with 1-2% (v/v) bromine monochloride (BrCl) per EPA Method 1631. High thiosulfate samples had greater reducing capacity and were oxidized with either 5 or 10% (v/v) BrCl. Samples for total dissolved Hg analysis were refrigerated between collection and analysis except during the BrCl oxidation step. Calibration of the DMA-80 direct Hg analyzer was performed with a series of dissolved Hg(II) standards and the calibration was regularly verified using reference material from the Quebec National Institute for Public Health (INSPQ) Interlaboratory Comparison Program for Metals in Biological Matrices.
Cell counts

For the determination of total cell abundance, cultures were fixed with a final concentration of 4% formaldehyde and frozen. Prior to enumeration using epifluorescence microscopy, cells were stained using SYBR Green I Nucleic Acid Stain. A 0.1% p-phenylenediamine mounting solution was used to prevent photo bleaching [18]. Cell counts were performed for twenty random fields of view. Viable cell enumeration was conducted by making serial dilutions of the culture in PBS, and then plating onto agar dishes with the same culture medium.
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4
**Supplementary Figure S4.1.** Thiosulfate concentrations over time for a parallel abiotic experiment. Thiosulfate was added to incubations at Day 0 and concentrations were tracked over the next 15 days. Error bars represent the standard deviation for method duplicates. Black and grey symbols indicate incubations conducted with natural and synthetic metacinnabar respectively. Triangles denote incubations started with 100 µM initial thiosulfate, while squares denote incubations started with no added thiosulfate.
Supplementary Table S4.1. Calculations of expected sulfate concentration in live low thiosulfate incubations during aqueous sampling at Day 12 of the incubations based on the daily thiosulfate additions, thiosulfate carryover in the inoculum, sulfate carryover in the inoculum, and sulfate present in thiosulfate stock. Expected sulfate concentration is 3.173 mM whereas measured thiosulfate concentrations range from 3.663 to 3.715 mM.
**Supplementary Calculation S4.1.** Predicted dissolved Hg concentration at day 12 of killed low thiosulfate incubations in the presence of natural metacinnabar assuming all thiosulfate had been added at once at day 0 of the experiment, rather than being added as a daily thiosulfate spike.

In a previous study, autoclave killed *T. thioparus* and natural metacinnabar were incubated in the presence of varying concentrations of thiosulfate, and a linear increase in dissolved Hg concentration with increasing initial thiosulfate concentration was observed. Interpolating data collected during days 10 and 22, yields the following dissolved Hg concentrations as a function of initial thiosulfate added to the incubation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial $[S_2O_3^{2-}]$ concentration (mM)</th>
<th>Resulting dissolved Hg concentration after 12 days (nM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two linear regressions of thiosulfate concentration versus dissolved Hg concentration after 12 days of incubation were calculated:

**Regression 1**
*(based on all $3 S_2O_3^{2-}$ concentrations)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>25.12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>97.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.9617</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Regression 2**
*(based on 0.18 and 5 mM $S_2O_3^{2-}$ concentrations)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>54.98</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>30.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on these two linear regressions, we calculated the predicted dissolved Hg concentration at day 12 of the incubation assuming all thiosulfate in low thiosulfate incubations had been added at once at day 0 of the experiment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicted dissolved Hg concentration (nM) after 12 days incubation assuming an initial ( \text{S}_2\text{O}_3^{2-} ) concentration of 1.562 mM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regression 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \text{(Supplementary Calculation S4.1 continued)} \]